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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
SANTA FE, N. M., FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

VOL. 43.
TO

ABOLISH

LEGISLATIVE POINTERS.

TO

NORTH POLE

J IIP

Among the bills for Introduction in
the House soon, Is said to he an act
IN
providing for a system of weights and
measures to be used by licensed fuel
dealers. The bill provides that inspectors of weights and measures he
appointed by the boards of county
commissioners in the various counties to be paid $100 a year. The
Ob-jec- t.
salary is to be 'paid
50 at a time and the inspectors are
required to make two inspections a
year. The bill will not in any way
conflict with the business of the
COUNCIL IN SHORT SESSION poorer fuel dealers who cut wood and A
haul It to town for sale or who pack
tt'ood on the backs of burros. It is
aimed to control the sale of fuel by Former Santa Fean Tells of
No Business and Adjourn- the larger companies that deal In
Preparations Made For
ment Taken Until Monday coal, wood, chaircoal, Ice, etc.to These
maincompanies will be required
Aerial Trip.
Afternoon 3 O'clock.
tain proper scales and submit to
Inspection at any time upon the deWhen Walter Wellniau makes his
The Council met this afternoon and mand of an inspector.
dash for the North Pole this year in
until Monday.
adjourned after
"If the district attorney's bill pass- the airship America he will be accomThe House convened at 2 o'clock and.
es
of
the Council, by a good majority, I panied by Major II. II. Hersey, an inalso
introduction
after the
bills,
went into adjournment until Monday. am going to get on the band wagon." spector connected with the United
States Weather Bureau, who was forThe principal feature of today's ses- This statement was made today by a
station director in the same
sion was the Introduction In the House member of the House who opposed merly
Is expected
It is service at Santa Fe. It
of two bills from different members, t'he passage of the bill there.
the polar expedition will start
that
of
on
that
who
the
of
others
the sentiment
both having
object
opposed
early in the coming summer from the
abolishing the mounted police force the measure in the House.
headquarters established last year on
without the formality of a military
Dane's island.
funeral.
The Committees on Education from
Major Hersey Now in Santa Fe.
COUNCIL.
Asboth Houses of the
Hersey Is now in Santa Fe.
Tenth Day Afternoon Session. .
sembly, Superintendent of Public In- HeMajor
arrived in tin city yesterday
President Spiess called the Council struction Hiram Hadley, the members
to order pursuant to adjournment, at of the Territorial Board of Education, while enroute east from the Pacific
The chap- members from the Council and House coast. He will be here for several
2 o'clock this afternoon.
and Chief and others Interested In Educational, days in the performance of his official
invocation
the
offered
lain
Clerk Martin read the roll, all re- matters met in caucus last night, and duties and inspecting the local station
of the Weather Bureau. From Santa
sponding present except Mr. Dalies, discussed a radical bill, having for Its
absent on account of illness. There object the removal of the public Fe he will return to his home at Milwaukee preparatory to leaving on tiie
being no business before the honor- schools of the Territory from politics
aerial
trip In quest of the elusive
taken
was
able body, adjournment,
and the appointment by the TerritorNorth Pole. He will sail from New
upon motion of Mr. Martinez, duly ial Board of Education of County
York about the first of March and
seconded and carried until Monday School Superintendents
instead of will
join Mr. Wellman in Paris. Mr.
afternoon at 3 o'clock.
their election as under the present law. Wellman
is at, present in the French
THE HOUSE.
The new bill also provides for the
metropolis
making preparations for
Session.
Afternoon
Tenth Day
moflifical Ion of the present school laws
the exploring expedition.
,
Pursuant to adjournment, the House of the Territory, repealing some,
Ready for Trip to Frigid North.
convened at 2 o'clock this afternoon. amending others and enforcing the
"We have
everything in
Speaker Daca in the chair. The roll balance. The session lasted until af- readiness forpractically
the trip to the pole."
was read by the chief clerk all re- ter 11 o'clock last nignt and there
Major Hersey stated yesterday to
sponding present except. M.. Sanchez were frequent and warm debates. a
reporter of the New Mexieun. "Our
of San Miguel, Mr. Mullins, and Mr. However, a bill was partly agreed upon
airship will be shipped knocked down
Chief Clerk Stnplin read, and while the committees
did not
Trujillo.
lo Dane's Island where it will lie put
the journal of the preceding day which pledge themselves to such a bill, it
together and where the aerial flight
carand
seconded
will be drawn up in proper form and will
upon motion duly
begin. Dane's Island is one of
ried was ordered approved as read.
submitted to the Legislative Assembly the northernmost
islands of the SpitsThe Committee on Judiciary report- probably early next week. It is one
bergen group which are about six huned favorably on Council Bill Number of the most bulky documents yet predred miles north of the north coast
1, providing for the appointment of pared for consideration by the Assemof Norway. There are a number of
jury commissioners.
bly and covers eighteen closely type- small islands In this
archipelago
Mr. Holt In a motion duly second- written pages. This morning the Terwhich is about two hundred miles
ed and carried, asked that the rules ritorial Board of Education met again
north and south and one hundred and
bn suspended and the report of the in the office of Superintendent of Pubmiles east and west. The Issixty
furcom nil i tee he adopted.
to
lic Instruction Hiram Hadley
lands are uninhabited. They have no
bill
be
Mr. Holt moved that the
ther discuss the provisions of the bill. trees and the
Is moss.
read in full the third time preparatory Copies of the proposed measure were The Islands areonly vegetation
covered with glaziers.
to passage. The motion was second- prepH'ivjJ in tlunlioute
imd
Desolate Island Scene of Activity.
ed and carried ilnd the bill was read are being used by the educators In
"Mr. Wellman established his headIn full. In a brief speech Mr. Holt considering the matter,
last year on Dane's Island.
quarters
of
explained the bill. Upon motion
An aerdome for housing the airship
Mr. Beach seconded by Mr. Ruppe,
The Albuquerque Fakir Journal was erected there. It is 1fJ5 feet
the bill passed the Mouse by an "aye" keeps on publishing lies and fake and 85 feet high. .There is also a long
mastories concerning doings of the As- chine
vote, none dissenting.
40 feet In length which is
shop
Introassertwas
Bill
34,
it
recent
Number
issue
House
sembly. In a
with lathes and other maduced by Mr. Blernaum, an act rel- ed that arrangements were ready to equippedwhich are
operated by a steam
chinery
Francisco
ative to the costs for justices, of the unseat
Representative
apparatus was
engine. A
was
bill
in
to
The
constables.
and
and
Lucero
place
ipeace
y Motitoya
installed for
hydrogen gas
read by title the first 'time and in full his stead Modesto C. Ortiz, of Ber with which theproducingwill be inflated.
airship
on its second reading, and was or- nalillo County, who was defeated by On
the island is also the best living
dered translated,
printed and re- a. big vote November (ith last. This house ever erected in the Arctic referred to the Committee on Finance: was to be done for the humiliation gion.
A force
of thirty-livmen
to worked
House Bill Number 35 was intro- of the Governor and in order
all summer in putting up the
duced by Mr. Beach, an act relative strengthen the opposition to the Govbuildings and three men remained
to special levies and for other pur- ernor. The story Is a fake, pure and
there this winter to guard the propposes. The bill was read the first simple, no more and no less. The erty. One of the men left behind is
and second time by title and ordered Republicans of the House and Re- an American and the other two are
translated, printed and referred to the publican leaders never contemplated Norwegians. We will make the trip
Commitlee on Judiciary.
such action and never had it in mind. from Norway to the Spitzenbergen
House Bill Number 3fi was intro- Like the peach of the Emerald Hue,
grfiup in the steamship Frithjof which
duced by Mr. Beach, an act for the es- It grew In the brains of the gang that was chartered last year by Mr.
,
tablishment of a system of Inspection controls the Fakir Journal and was
of weights and measures. The bill published to injure Republican party
Airship Is Cigar Shaped.
was read the first and second time of the Assembly and to befowl the
"The airship in which the expediand ordered referred to the Commit- good name of the people of the Ter- tion will leave Dane's Island has a
tee on Territorial Affairs.
ritory. A representative of the New gas bag which is shaped like a cigar.
House Bill Number 37 was intro- Mexican interviewed nearly every It Is 1G5 feet in
length and when filled
duced by Mr. Mirabal, an act for the member of the House of Represen- about 50 feet in diameter a' its greatrepeal of the chapters of the Session tatives on this question and was giv- est width. Below this is suspended a
Laws of 1903, relative to the office en emphatic denials of the Albuquer- car of nickeled steel tubing about 100
of game and fish warden. The bill que Fakir Journal's lie by the twenty-f- feet long which is equipped with an
was read the first and second time by our
members Interviewed.
gasoline motor which
title and ordered translated, printed
The airship
drives two propellers.
and referred to the Committee on
In legislative circles it is report- will attain a speed of from fifteen to
Territorial Affairs.
ed that the territorial officials inter- elghten miles an hour In calm. While
House Bill Number 38 was intro- ested In defeating Mr. Beach's dis- on the trip with Mr, Wellman last
duced by Mr. Mirabal, an act to re- trict attorney's bill are doing their summer I examined the Ice packs
peal Chapter 9 of the Laws of 1905, utmost to procure votes against the about 200 miles north of Dane's Isrelative to the organization of a measure and 'that, they are none too land."
mounted police force. Should the bill scrupulous how they proceed and are
Major Hersey Is an authority on
become a law It would abolish the not too careful in their promises and cllmatological subjects and will be
mounted police department. The bill methods. This Is considered legiti- the meterologist of the expediiton.
v as read the first and second time mate
by their side of the House, but His flight with Explorer Wellman in
by title, ordered translated and print- it Is called, "lobbying, grafting and the. airship America will not be his
ed and referred to the Committee on boodling" were citizens
He
and Repre- first experience in aeronautics.
ToTitorial Affairs.
sentatives who favor the measure, to was a companion of Lieutenant Frank
House Bill Number 39, was Intro- work for Its passage in a legitimate P. Lahm in the famous balloon race
duced by M,r. Sanches of Taos,, an and proper way. It 'makes a good deal last fall across the English channel
act. to regulate the fees of justices of of difference whose ox Is gored ' In who captured the cash prize of $2,900
the peace and constables. The1 bill this matter. Officials having soft for' the American Aero Club of New
was read the first and second tlno bv snaps desire to hold them, that is York. The balloon in which the hat'tle, ordered translated, printed and natural, but they should not howl, zardous trip was made was christened
referred to the Committee o.i Judi- about the splinters In the eyes of the "United States."
their opponents when they carry great Aerial Trip Made in Twenty-fou- r
ciary.
House Bill Number 40 was intro- big beams in their own eyes.
Hours.
duced by Mr. Beach, an act to repeal
Paris was the starting point of this
William Mcintosh, the well known daring race In the clouds which
Chapter 9 of the Session Laws of
1905, relative to the establishment of sheep raiser and land owner of Tor- seemed little leas than foolhardy to
a force of mounted police. This was rance County, George H. Van Stone, the average Individual,
The American
also a bill to abolish the mounted po- prominent merchant at Bstancla and balloon soared majestically over the
lice department.
Mcriarty, and other citizens of Tor- housetops of the gay city when the
The bill was read the first time by rance County are in the Capital In signal to cut loose was given and was
title and in full on Its second read- opposition to the bill of Councilman carried out to sea by a favoring wind
ing. It was then ordered translated, Dalies, providing for adding certain and was lost to" Mew In the clouds.
printed and referred' to the Commit- territory to and extending the limits When land was' sighted and the deof Torrance County and" changing the scent was made the aerial voyagers
tee on Finance.
Upon motion of Mr. .Holt duly sec- county seat from Estancla to Willard. found themselves on a treacherous
The
onded and carried the House then ad- They are hard at work and are pre- cliff near Whitby, England.
In
made
in
channel
across
wag
the
for
at
afternoon
information
until
flight
publication
Monday
paring
journed
hours. The bal.
which they will endeavor to show that less than twenty-fou- r
2 o'clock.
30 at 5
justice and fairness are on their side. loon left Paris on September
If arou cannot afford to Bay Tor a On the other hand Councilman Carl p. m., and landed on the British coast
at 3:30 p. m.
dally paper, subscribe for the Weekly A. Dalles, sponsor of the bill in ques- on October 1,
New Mexican Review and get the tion, Is working hard for success and Lieutenant Lahm Intrepid Aeronaut
and Gallant Officer. cream of the week'? doings. It is a It la c)aimed he has strong backing.
Lahm is an officer In the
Lieutenant
friends
vour
t
to send
fcmA
If you cannot afford to pay for a Sixth United States cavalry, who was
the Legislative Assembly,
dally paper, subscribe for the Weekly detailed for duty last year at the
MaWhen in need of anything on earth, New Mexican Review and get thf French Cavalry school at Sanmer.
will cream of the week's .doings. It Is i jor Hersey, In speaking of him, said:
ad.
It
want
Mexican
New
a
try
"He Is one of the most expert and
good paper to send to your friends. r
positively bring results.
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1

CHANGED

OF

SIMPLE LIFE

Major H. B. Hersey Of Solomon Group Marshall Choate
in The South
Will Go With
Crouch Speaks on
Seas.
Wellman.
Popular Topic.

Two Bills in House
With Same

'

roll-ca-

last.-nlgh-

e

Weil-man-

y

-

nw

HEN I

UPHEAVAL

GREAT

NO

WERE

LIVES

LOST AN

INTERESTING

LECTURE

Earthquake Occurred Sever- Entertains Large Audience
al Months Ago News By
Trading Steamer.

By His Droll Humor and

Epigrams.

;

aSn Francisco, Feb. 1. The Solo"The Simple Life and Contagion of
mon Islands in the South Seas were Hurry," was the subject of an intervisited by a frightful earthquake sev- esting and instructive lecture deliveral months, ago and so heavy was ered by Marshall Choate Crouch, last
the force of the quake that the urth evening at the assembly hall of the
was opened and tleop gorges created. high school.
It was the last of a
The entire appearance of the islands series of five enterlaimuenl.s given
was changed by the great upheaval, here tills season under the auspices
but, so far as can be learned there of the Midland 'Lyceum Bureau.
were no lives lost.
Mr. Crouch is an ardent exponent
It, is probable that the quake was
of the
simple life. The
the one recorded on the seismographs keynote of his preachment
was to
in various parts
of the world but slacken the maddening speed which
which was believed to have occurred rolis life of Its genuine pleasures and
at sea. The news of the earthquake take a journey back lo the old lost
was brought here yesterday by the days when people were unaffected by
steamer Sierra from Apia, which re- worldly things.
His discourse conceived its information at Samoa from tained
many - wholesome thoughts
a trading schooner from the Solo- couched in attractive language and
mon group and the details given were delivered in a, delightful manner.
It

very meager.
Australia Shaken Up.
Melbourne, Australia. Feb. I.
earthquake shocks occurred in
Tasmania, but no damage wa done.
The people there are greatly alarmed
as a result.
Shocks Continue at Kingston.
Feb. 1. (iovernor
London,
has notified the colonial offices
shocks
iat slight earthquake
continue at Kingston.
Swet-tenha-

KILLED HIMSELF
AS DID BROTHER
Prominent Real Estate Man of Philadelphia Brooded Over Relative's
Tragic End.
Philadelphia, Feb. 1. Edward P.
Hippie, brother of Frank A, Hippie,
who ended his life last summer after
wrecking the Real Estate Trust Company of which he was president, committed suicide today by shooting himself. He was about seventy years of
age and had bten in I he real Estate
business for many years. The cause
of his suicide is unknown, but it is
believed that he brooded over the
tragic end of his brother.

TAKING DEAD FROM
WRECKED MINE
Twenty-Fou-

r

Bodies

Far Taken
Fifty Still to

So

From. Stuart Shaft

Be Removed,

Charleston, W. Va., Feb.
bodies, all mangled beyond recognition, had been taken from the
Stuart mine at Oak Hill at noon today and it was expected that by this
afternoon it would be possible to get
most of the other fifty bodies which
are in the mine. The mine officials
believe that the total, dead will be
between 75 and SO.

FLOATING ICE
DOES DAMAGE
River
Large Blocks in Mississippi
Swept Away Two Residences
and a School House.

l.The

was interspersed with droll humor
and apt Illustration which added to
its charm and forcefulness. The audience was an appreciative one and the
entire lecture was listened to with
attention.
Time to Call a Halt.
"We have shortened the pendulum
of life and are living at a lightning
stieed. I plead with you to lengthen
the pendulum and pattern your lives
after your grandfathers," said Mr.
Crouch. Following are excepts from
the lecture:
"We are living in the age of horseless carriages, boneless
hams and
smokeless powder. We have wireless
telegraphy, dustless floors, chainless
bicycles and glrlless telephones, and
now race suicide cranks have predicted a childless world.
But amid the
confusion caused by these countless
innovations, there need be no fear
but. that the American hoy and girl
will arrive at about the same rate if
not a little
"Start going once and we have to
keep on going some more. We have
to do !t to keep up with tin.- procession. The hurly burly, world is going
and we don't like to leg behind. We
go tearing about these days as if the
world were going to arrive at the terminal station next day.
Church-GoerNow and Half a Cens

tury

Ago,

"Fifty years ago a church congregation would sit on hard benches for
two or Wee hours listening with calm
complacency to the village preacher,
but with the modern unrest there
must be an operatic choir and upholstered chairs to hold the assembly
quietly while the minister talks a
bare twenty minutes.
"In the old school readers a very
Interesting little story Is told of the
boy's reward, who untied the knot
to save the string.
The hoy today
who wouldn't cut the knot would lose
his Job.
"What is simplicity? Is It simply
long hair and a cabin In the woods?
Does it consist of hermjt life, plain
dress and sober face? Does poverty
denote simplicity? No, these outward
characteristics too often mislead us.
The garb does not tell.
"Our long haired friend may be the
proprietor of a patent medicine show
and the whole of his life may be artificial and insincere. The recluse in
the woods may emerge once In a
while and entertain wayfarers with
six shooters and hearty greetings of

overCharleston. Mo., Feb.
flow of the Mississippi River which Is
filled with great blocks of iioating ice,
has swept away two residences and
a school house at Dorent, a village Viands up.'
twenty.flve miles south of here. No "Abe" Lincoln Led the Simple Life.
Dorent Is
loss of life Is reported.
"Simplicity is on the inside. No
off the railroad.
particular dress marks Its presence
and you find It as often in a palace as
you do In a hut. Simplicity Is deterWAS COAL MINE
mined in our thinking and doing.
SET ON FIRE Queen Victoria on her throne and
Florence Nightengale on the battleItalian Arrested for Causing Confla- field were both loyal and quite simgration in Willow Mine Near Raton ple.
in Which Three Miners Perished.
"Horace Greeley affected simplicRaton, N. M., Feb. 1. John Rodri- ity. Abraham Lincoln had it. Greeley
guez, an Italian who was arrested at would wear one trouser tucked In his
Trinidad yesterday was brought here boot and the other outside. When a
today and lodged in the county Jail. friend noticed the disarrangement and
The charge against. Rodriguez is that fixed it for him. the fixing didn't last
he fired the Willow mine at Van Hou. long. Horace wanted one trouser leg
ten on last Monday which resulted In Inside and one outside,
"A New York society woman of
the death of three miners. It is at
leged that the crime was committed wealth had a great banquet hall built
In the shape of an egg to entertain
to avenge a fancied wrong.
an Easter party. A man of the same
trend of mind entertained a monkey
ENGINE PLUNGED
at a dinner and it is said that the
OVER EMBANKMENT monkey felt, perfectly at home.
"These examples of proltfigate and
Two Killed and Many Injured in Rail- spectacular pursuit of pleasure are of
Were
road Accident in Montana
course the exception and should not
lead us to charge the rich with being
Bucking Snow Blockade.
Missoula, Mont., Feb. 1. Two en- the authors of such eccentric and idiOur rich people
gines upon which were riding a num- otic performances.
ber of men who had been breaking as a class are too busy to be foolish.
the snow blockade near Saltez, this Friendship of President McKinley and

"Mark" Hanna.
state, plunged over an embankment
near Deborgla yesterday afternoon,
"Friendship is' one of the things
killing two and injuring nearly a that we cannot afford to exclude from
this life," cautioned Mr. Crouch. He
score, some seriously.
referred to the friendship that existed
fearless aeronauts In the world and between the late lamented President
one of the best officers In the United McKinley and Marcus A. Hanna.
States Army. You can not say any- "Never in our country's history has
fine friendship 'been developed In the
thing too good for him."
Major Hersey received his military political world as It was exemplified
title during the
by these two great heroes of a party.
war, He. was commissioned as an of- Who can say but that as the assasficer of the Rough Riders.
sin's hand took our third president
Spanish-America-

n

NO. 295.

1, 1907.
ESCAPED CONVICTS
ELUDE PURSUERS LEVEE
Gabriel
Romero and Juan
Make Dash for Liberty

BREAKS

Gonzales
While

Working at Stone Quarry,

Gabriel Romero and Juan Gonzales,
prisoners sentenced to the Territorial penitentiary" for five and two
years, respectively, escaped yesterday
afternoon from the stone quarry in the
mountains east of Santa Fe. Officers
started in pursuit with bloodhounds,
hut the convicts had not been
up to a late hour this afternoon.
Romero and Gonzales made a dash
for liberty while a favorable opportunity presented itself when no guard was
near and ran at the top of speed.
They headed in a southeasterly direction and the supposition is that, they
were making for the nearest railroad.
Captain Fred Fornoff of the Territorial Mounted Police was notified of
the escape of the two men and detailed Officer John W. Collier to pursue them. Officer Collier and one of
the prison guards started after the
escaped convicts with th
pack of
bloodhounds kept at the penitentiary
for the purpose of trailing escaped
convicts. The dogs had no trouble in
scenting the trail and, when uuleased,
outstripped the horses on which the
pursuers were mounted. The trail
was followed until late at night and
the search was resumed this morning.
Sheriff Charles C. Clossou Joined In
the search today and the country east
of the city for miles around Is being
scoured. Albuquerque and l,as Vegas
authorities have been notified by telegraph to be on the lookout for the
two men.
Romero and Gonzales were known
at the penitentiary as convicts number 1933 and'1!K!7.
They were both
convicted of horse stealing and sentenced from Gaudalupe County. Romero served a term in the Territorial
prison once before on the same
charge.
two

CONGRESS TO PROBE
COTTON EXCHANGES
Livingston Resolution Provides for
Sweeping Investigation to Ascertain Causes of Fluctuations.

AT MEMPHIS

Northern Part of
City Flooded as
Result.
ii

Many Towns in Arkansas

undated and Farther
age is Feared.

In-

Dam-

Memphis, Tenn., Feb. 1. Many people are moving from their homes in
the northern part of this city as a
result of a break in the protection
levee built by the city a year ago.
The levee gave way early today and
all of the district north of Poplar
Boulevard and west of Fourth Street
is now under two feet, of water.

Business District Endangered.

If the river reaches a height of
feet which today seems probable,

11

J

u

larger area near the business poriion )
will feel the effects of the flood.
vices from Marlon, Arkansas, state I
that the levee at Holly Bush remains:
Intact, although a break is expected
at any hour.
Helena Under Water.
Should a break occur at Holly Rush,
the entire St. Francis Iiain In Arkansas would receive a rush of the flood
waters of the Mississippi. At Helena,
Arkansas, the northern part of the
city is flooded from a break In the
auxiliary levee and the people of that
district have been boused elsewhere.
A steady downpour of rain was recorded in the vicinity of Memphis all
last night.

HARRIMAN OFFICIALS
TO ILLINOIS CENTRAL

Railway Magnate Has Begun to ExWashington, Feb. 1. The House
tend Jurisdiction of His System
committee on Interstate and foreign
to New Line.
commerce decided today to make a favorable report on the Livingston ResoChicago, III., Fob. l.The Record
lution providing for an Investigation Herald
says today:
of the New York Cotton Exchange by
"Edward H. Harriman has begun
the department of commerce and lato extend the jurisdiction of the Harbor.
riman system of officers over the IlliThe resolution is an amended form nois Central
Railway. An official cirresoBurleson
of the Livingston and
cular has just been issued announcto
lution and extends the investigation
ing the appointment of H. P. Thrall,'
all cotton exchanges dealing in futo be superintendent of mails for the
tures.
Illinois Central. Thrall has been suRepresentative Covering, who will
perintendent of mails for the I'lihm
said
committee
bill
for
the
report a
Pacific, the Southern Pacific, the OreNew
today that the New Orleans and
Railroad and Navigation Comgon
York exchanges were the two principany and the Oregon Short Une
pal ones dealing in futures, but, that
about two years. A number of other
the Memphis and St.
exchanges
changes are contemplated which it is
sort.
of
that
some
also have
dealings
Impossible to learn, but it is reportThe resolution reads:
ed that. J. C. Stubbs and Julius
"Resolved, That the secretary of
may have authority over
commerce and labor, through the buand operation and maintenance
reau of corporations, be and is hereby
respectively of the Central.
requested to investigate the causes of
cotton
and
of
fluctuations in the price
the difference between the market VALUES PEACE
price of the various classes of cotton
PRIZE GREATLY
and that said investigation shall be
the
object
with
conducted
particular
to ascertain whether or not said fluc- President Rosevelt Sends Communication of Thanks to President of
tuations in prices have resulted in
Noble Committee.
whole or in part from contracts and
deliveries thereon made upon the cotChristina, Norway, Fell. 1. In a
ton exchange in dealing in futures or
whether they are the result of a com- letter to Foreign Minister l.ovelaud,
bination or conspiracy which Interfere who is president of the Noble Committee, President Roosevelt, who was
with interstate commerce."
awarded the peace prize December
10th last, writes that he will value the
THAW JURY AT
diploma and medal so long as he
LAST COMPLETED lives and that after his death they
will be highly valued by his children.
President Roosevelt, in informing
Taking of Testimony Will Begin
Minister Loveland of his disposition
Plea of Insanity Likely
Monday
of the money part of the prize, adds
to be Defense.
that peace among the various classes
of society in modern civilization is of
twelfth
1.
The
Feb.
New York,
as great Importance as between
juror in the Thaw case was chosen just
nations. He believed therefore that
this afternoon, thus completing the
the use to which he is putting the
panel. Justice Fitzgerald announced
money is entirely In sympathy with
tomorcourt
no
be
would
that there
the aims of the Noble Committee.
in
of
testimony
row and the taking
the case therefore will not begin unThaw's counsel contin- MILLION DOLLAR
til Monday.
toued to ply the talesmen examined
LOSS BY FIRE
considwhat
of
the
question
day with
of
a
to
plea
eration they would give
Heart of Business Section in Harris-burinsanity and from this it is presumed
Pennsylvania, Wiped Out
that this will be the contention of the
by Conflagration.
defense. During the examination
Thaw sat with his eyes riveted
Feb. 1. Right
Pa.,
Harrisburg.
on the table before him and seldom
buildings in the center of the business
looked at the talesmen.
district were either destroyed or badly
damaged by a fire here early this
SENATOR TELLER SUFFERING
FROM ATTACK OF GRIPPE morning, involving a loss estimated
at a million dollars.
The Grand Opera House building,
Washington, Feb. l.The fact that
Senator Teller has been confined to in which were five stores, was entirely
on
his apartments at the Cairo Hotel destroyed. The Duncan building
occufor several days by a heavy and per- the opposite side of the street,
was also desistent, cold has given rise to what pied by three stores,
seems to be some needless alarm as stroyed and the Park Hotel, Columbus
to his condition. It is reported that Hotel, United Telephone Company
Senator Teller is much Improved; building, the Security Trust Comivany
that he Is simply shaking off a case building, the Bijou Theatre, College
block, the Harrisburg Gas Company
of la grippe.
were badly
There is a possibility of Senator building and several others
Teller going to Yuma, Arizona, before damaged.
The' fire started from an explosion
the end of the session, In order to
His physician in a hat store in the Opera Homo
Insure his recovery.
advises as little exposure 1n the un- block.
certain winter climate of WashingENGINEERING WORLD
ton.
SUFFERS GREAT LOSS
New York, Feb. 1. Herbert
New Mexican advertisers' get trade.
an Inventor of international repat his
into the roll of the honored departed, utation, died Wednesday night DurNew Jersey.
it did not at the same time take with home m Westfield,
ing his career the United States patit his mostv loyal friend?"
over fifty pat"Now Is the time for a longer sweep ent office issued him
of which were for rock
of the pendulum of life," Mr. Crouch ents, several
His desaid In conclusion. "It is time for the drills and air compressors.
drills
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made
posmining
velopment
dignity of the brain. It Is time for
sible the great engineering feats of the
simplicity to rule In the new century last
v
quarter of a century.
that has come."
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and New Mexico would undoubtedly
have the same experience, especially
since uie ihsi omciai map oi tne ier
rltory issued by fie United States was
very faulty and 's besides quite out
nf date. It may be muny months, per
Imps, several years, before the fd
eral government will Issue another
map and in the meanwhile the Terr!
tory should make provision for the ls
sue of a correct, modern map of New
Mexico. The cost would be compara
tively small and the good done would
many limes outweigh the expense.
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The only fault that Hiram Lamson
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TflE PALACE HOTEL

know Is Where's Clementina, and
who is she?"
"Clementina! Gosh sakes, Miranda,
has it got so bad as that? Have you
allowed your jealousy to carry you so
far that you're actually suffering

WILLIAM VAUGHN,

"

Prop.

"Now, Hiram Lamson," said Mlra, In

a brisk, business-liktone, which
showed that her mind was not gravely
affected; "before ever I go back to
your house again, or even put my foot
In that wagon, I want an explanation,
right here this very minute. Who Is
Clementina, and what business have
you got with her at this time o' night,
when honest folks is abed?"
"1 don't know what you're talking
about, Mira I've no more Idea than a
next year's pumpkin. But I'd like to
know if this is what you call attending a revival meeting. I'd also like to
know who Claude Is?"
"To the tater-bugwl' Claude!" was
Mira's impatient exclamation. "But
when you get
from your
Hiram Lamson, you
Clementinas,
should be more careful than to drop
'em around in the dairy. Now, read
that letter, and then tell me you never
heard of Clementina!"
Mira took a piece of paper from her
bosom and handed it to Hiram, who
managed to read by the light of the
e
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fact.
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right man In the right place. Th
up.
thigh caught Mira up In his arms and
When drafting a new road law, the
benefits which have been derived from
"What's this?" Hiram asked, as he kissed the astonished woman before
the proper and efficient administration Legislature should make provision for
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of hat office and the great Improve the planting and maintenance of trees
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have resulted in saving many, many fares, but in the country especially, provided
resentative R. L. Baca, except that
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the amount should he twice or four forever without seeing you for one wagon and drive home and never a
necessary by Legislative provisions. times as
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great. The Territory has, word of farewell. If In your breast word to anybody td let folks know
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"Hiram Lamson, there's been thieves
counties and to prepare and enact planting of trees by the roadside It
is a fine example of public road faithful lover,
here!
Claude."
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Everything's
needed legislation, especially In the made a matter of profit to the com- built,
convict labor and un-le- r
So this is the revival meetin as down."
reduction of certain fees In what are monwealth. For instance, the Ger- construction by
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secwhat It will be when the three
whoever he may be. Ob, Mlra, Mira! amount of $1,200.
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"Bless me, If those robbers haven't
This is why you've always portended
for 190C plum and apple sufficient, if set out tions thus far constructed
collector
and
The most difficult, part of the to be so jealous of ine you did It to actually had the impudence to leave
amounted In round numbers to $270: eighty to an acre, to form an orchard
and It cover up your own wrongdoing.
is finished
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blasted oak. I must get on my bike room table were two calendars which
which is entirely too large and out of of income for the province, which to complete the entire
two cities, if a and
by miles between the
spin over there. I may bo In time. had been torn down from the wall. On
proportion. The assessor received the sometimes makes $4O,0nO a
' ti
I,.' , i
to But look out for
yourself, Claude! I'll the back of each a name was printed
same foes which was a compensation selling the products of tills elongated sufficient appropriation is made
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In pencil, In large,
characnot only out of proportion with the orchard. The province maintains a push l ho work with the vigor that just put a rawhide In my pocket, and
to the common,
I'll give you the
lambast ters:
work performed by that official and nursery of 4u:i acres to supply young would be a credit
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man
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side ot
so
roadside
and
that
this
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for
promotlug
SJMWfM
got
the time expended thereon, but
"CLEMENTINA."
the equator."
high and so extravagant as to call ing the interests of fruit culture. The
Lovers' lane was the name given tc
REVISION DEMANDED.
for both speedy action and reduction profit of a tree is very small, but the
Had Politician Puzzled.
Hanover people do not worry about
In the collector's case some justificaThere is hardly a break In public a well-worpath that ran through a
"You find It Interesting, do you not,
American and European Flan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
tion might be found for the large per that. Shade is afforded in summer, opinion as to the great necessity of piece of woods about five miles from Mr.
said the young woman
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Boom a Good One. Short Order
centage allowed because of the fac the roadbed is free from dust, the a revision of the laws of New Mexico the Larhson farm. The city to which with Klymer,"
the spectacles and the high forethat heavy guarantee company bonds presence of trees retards the washing at this time and the demand for leg Mlra was supposed to have gone to at
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.
are necessarily required for that ofli out of the soil from the banks into islative action In the present Assem- tend a revival meeting lay another five head, "to watch the variations of the
index
from
number
to
time
reas
attrac
time,
Even the dis- miles beyond the woods. Hiram mad
cial and because It is incumbent, upon the roadside ditches, and the
bly on this subjecl.
him to keep an efficient and honest tive appearance of the roadsides stim reputable yellow sheets of New 'Mexi- a long detour so as to approach the cording either the effect of the administration's
attitude toward the vested
denuty at all times in his office for ulates an Interest in tree culture and co in the main, admit this necessity. trysting place from the back of the
the convenience of taxpayers and for benefits the province In many other The reputable and respectable news- - woods, instead of from the turnpike Interests of the country or the fluctuations of the standard of value?"
the proper conduct thereof. With the ways. They find It worth while.
naners are unanimously in iavor oi ,It still lacked 15 minutes of the ap
"Er yes; exceedingly," said the risassessor it is very different- That of
England has her hedges and, France it. In this respect the Albuquerque pointed time when he came within
ing your politician.
ficial at the utmost, works but four her arched shade for hundreds of Citizen stands up straight. . and edi
sight of the blasted elm.
"The ordinary accepted opinion, of
In the gathering dusk Hiram espied
months of the year and while the du- miles in any direction. But, in our torially says that there Is no doubt
ties of his office are very important, land the dusty highway is only now that, one of the most important acts Mlra, seated behind a tree some 20 course, Is that a rise or fall of prices is
still the compensation, for Instance, In and then relieved by a bit of shade. of legis'atlon anticipated at. Santa Fe, paces from tbe blasted elm, and h& in accordance with the law of supply
Bernalillo County, for the year 1906, It Is not necessary to plant fruit trees during the present, session is a com- heard the whlnney of the faithful Dob. and demand as relates to commodities
One of the Best Restaurs! t.s in ;he fcutlmest.
rather the pine, pinon, cedar and plete revision of the laws of the Ter- bin, tethered somewhere near at hand, in general, but you, doubtless, have
which amounted to about Si 0,800, is
"Seems as ef Claude wasn't In such grasped the fundamental idea that
certainly beyond reason and beyond other growth native to this Territory. ritory, looking to the elimination of
so a hurry to keep his appointment as these record merely the appreciation
justice. It must be remembered that it takes a long time for a tree to grow legal red tape and legal dead-falls- ,
the assessment values are often added and also to die. So for generations It that it may be able to apply the tests Miranda was. She came out here hot or depreciation of the monetary standfoot to see that city dude, and there he ard, more or less money being required
to by the action of Boards of County is a thing of beauty, a comfort and of
justice and equity wholly apart
Commissioners and, although the as joy. Let anyone Imagine for a mo- from the errors that are purely tech- keeps her waitin'. Ah, Mira! I never to purchase a given article or merchandise, the variation taking visible
sessor has nothing to do with such in ment the beautiful effect, of tree-linenical. All over the country, as well treated ye that way. It's pitiful
atREGULAR MEALS 35c MEAL TICKET, zi Meels $s.
to see a woman ot form in the apparent increase in the
creased or new assessments, never roads It. would add vastly to the
In New Mexico, wily lawyers are downright pitiful
as
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general level of prices? Is It not so?"
theless, under the present system, he tractiveness of the Territory for
and often pre- your years acting like this.
to
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ment of the great parties as to the
of yerself before my eyes. I'd do it
and in counties of the fourth or fifth
Information from San Juan County
and forget the whole night's business abstract questions involved has beUp.
class they are even not unreasonable
In
the House by
The bill "proposed
if it wasn't that I'm bound to ever- come more sharply defined?"
However, in counties of the first and is to the effect that it Is the intention
1
but
take
that
you
respectfully,
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"Heavens!" he exclaimed, half an
second class reform is certainly neces of the Federal government to throw Representative If. B. Holt, amending lastingly knock the nourishment out of
my restaurant, south side plaza.
to
terriin
law
Reservarespect
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on
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present
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hour later, as he made his escape, "I
this fine gentleman Claude.
sary and that without delay.
open to entry
"No. I guess It's all over between don't mind a merely intellectual young
The statement cannot be studied or tion in San Juan County, forty square torial depositories, In such manner
low
a
as
capitalizaconsidered too closely by the mem miles of coal and agricultural lands that banks with
you and me, Miranda. I don't think woman, but this one's a financier and
bers of the Assembly and Traveling just south of Fruitland, said to be the tion as $25,000, can be designated as we can ever live together after this. a political economist, and I'm durned
Auditor Safford is certainly entitled ichest land on the entire reservation. such depositories, should pass. As But I'll do the right thing by you, Mlra. if I don't believe she was making fun
to public gratitude for Its timely prep In lieu, the Navalos are to ne given the law stands at present, only banks You shall have the old place and $5,000 of me!"
aration and submission to the Assem allotments of 100 acres each south of with $50,000 or more of capital stock In cash. That'll leave me ample for
Aztec south of the San Juan River. can be made territorial depositories, my needs. And I don't think $5,000 is
The Flute Barred.
bly.
There are about. 1,000 of these Nava-jo- s and In consequence, there are large enough, either. You have done as
President Fallieres has now retired
imsums of money in the territorial treas- much as 1 have, Mlra, toward saving to his quiet country house at Loupll-Ion- ,
WOULD BE A SERIOUS MISTAKE
and to them it is said to beThe Silver City Independent, al material whether they remain where ury which are lying idle, because the what we've got. I'S make It $0,000.
glad to be free from the fatigues
though Democratic, believes that the they are or whether they are given present depositories 'have as much Nobody shall say as I'm stingy. Well, of his recent official journeys, says the
Angel's territorial money as they care to there isn't much for me to do around London Express.
Bureau of Immigration is doing ines possession of the
timable work for the Territory of New Peak country on the El Huerfano and pay interest on, while there are a here, now. All that's left la to square
Ho declared before ne started that
In fact, it does not only be El Huerfanito, as the range is equally score of banks with lesser capitalizaMexico.
accounts with Claude and Mlra. Then, he would receive no journalists there.
lieve so, but knows It and is not afraid good, and they depend for a livelihood tion which are not only willing hut this old man for Dawson."
"Down In the country," he said, "I
to say it, although commenting favor unon the stock industry, while on the eager to secure on deposit, territorial
At last It seemed that Mira's palike to go about in an old suit and
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tience had given out. Hiram looked wooden shoes, and that is not a fit
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ably upon other parts of Governor other hand,
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published In the last issue of The In grants were allotted, for It would inhabitants to issue bonds for the pushing his bicycle along before him.
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secretary and Trsaaurer New Mexlcr Sheriff's
plant was installed at Albuquerque,
MANUEL R. OTERO
What to Do When Bilious.
Flexible
Cover
Pocket
of Mires,
cheel
summer.
the
past
during
The right thing to do when you
or
two
Register.
Docket,
single, $1.25;
New
Mexico,
ccerrs,
The greatest of New Mexican re feel bilious is to take a dose of
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Susources lie chiefly in her deposits of Chamberlain's
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Stomach and Liver
preme Court Reports, Nos 3 to 10, incoal and iron. The production of coal Tablets. They will cleanse the stom
Connection made with Automobile
clusive, delivered at publisher's price,
is now fully half or more than the ach and
$3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
regulate the liver and bow- Line at Torrance for Rosweli dally. CIVIL ENQ'RB AND ftURVEYORB.
entire mineral production. No defi els. Try it. Price, 25 cents. Samples Automobile leaves Torrance
RosLaws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws,
nite or conclusive information is yet free at all drug stores.
weli at 4 a. m. and arrives at Rosweli
60c; Money's Digest of New Mexico
obtainable as to the area or extent
at 12 noon. Automobile leaves RosReports, full sheep, $6.50, delivered;
of these coal deposits. Fully 1,000,000
FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR 8ALE. weli for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrlres
full list Ichool blanks.
acres are known to be underlaid with
One of the beat fruit ranches in at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare be- CORBET A SMYTHE.
traced
area
the
this
is
northern Santa Fe County, about twen- j tween Santa Fe and Torrance la $6.65
along
coal;
Civil, Mining and Hydraull
SHORT ORDER MEAL3.
outcrop of the basins, and only em ty mile from tbli city, la for sale, and between Torrance and Rosweli
The best short order meals are now
Englneere.
Hemlndton TuDewriferlasIslc .laesh 3o does Hie ReminaTdn'&bcnihxj:
braces a fractional part of the basins at a bargain. For particulars apply to $10. Reserve aeat
n automobile by Assaying and General Contracttag.
being served at the Bon Ton Restauthemselves. Doubtless the measure Mai. Frost, Boi No. O.-8anta Fe. wire.
J. W. STOCKARD.
U. 3. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
rant. The best cooks, and waiters are
Benedlcr.c327 Broadway. New York.
.wjickoff. Seamans
lie quite deep at the central parts of Ntw Mexico,
Santa Fe, N. M employed at this place.
Manner AutomoM' Line. East side Plasa
.

east-Lot-

Willard Town
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HOT SPRINGS.
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ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor.

Kentucky Saloon.
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with
Statement
Coal Declaratory
Power of an Attorney,
Affidavit and Corroborating
sheet.
Affidavit,
slieet.
Notice of Right to Water,
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
sheet.
Property,
Forfeiture of Publishing Out of Nosheet.
tice,
Affidavit of Assessment,
sheet.
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Vensheet.
dor's Recorded Brand,
Bill of Sale in Books of 25 Blanks,
40c per Book.
Bill of Sale,
sheet.
Bond and Oath,
Guardian's
sheet.
sheet.
Letters of Administration,
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
Letters Testamentary,
sheet,
sheet.
Declaration in Assumpsit,
Declaration in Assumpsit, on Note,
sheet.
HORETOND SYRUP.
sheet.
Satlsfacton of Mortgage,
sheet.
Pleasant to talco, rapid results.
Assignment ol Mortgage,
Contains nothing injurious.
sheet.
Lease,
COLDS,
COUGHS,
Lease of Personal Property, ,1-CURES
SOkU THROAT,
sheet.
CO'J(iH AND
sheet,
Cliattle Mortgage,
ALL PULMONARY DISEASES.
Warrant to Appriasers, full sheet.
Donver,
C.
Jenkins,
Mrs. J.
sheet.
Power of Attorney,
Colo., v.ritoB: "I can't say
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
sheet.
hound Syrup, It has curod
sheet.
Acknowledgement,
my baby of tlio croup and my
childmn of sovoro Coughs.
sheet.
Deed,
Mortgage
no butter modiclno."
Mortgage Deed Without Insurance
in I know
25c, SOc and $1.00
sheet.
Clause,
Official Bond, Road
Supervisor ,
Co
Liniment
Ballard Snow
sheet.
MO.
(S T. LOUIS,
sheet.
Option,
sheet.
Notice of Protest,
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
sheet.
Cold and Recommended by
sheet.
Warranty Deed,
FISCHER DRUG CO.
sheet.
Quit Claim Deed,
Applicaton for Bounty for Killing
sheet.
Wild Animals,
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
sheet.
Township Plats,
Township Plats, full sheet,
Now selling at and below cost osDeed of Trust, full sheet..
feathand
trich plumes, fancy wings
sheet.
Release of Deed of Trust,
ers all at a bargain. Felt hats at
sheet.
Relinquishment,
your own price. Call early and select
sheet
Homestead Affidavit,
ihe cream of the lot.
Homestead Application,
sheet.

ESTABLISHED

2

Assistant V. S. Attorney D. J.
Leahy, of Las Vegas, wa In tihe city
today attending to official business.
Dr. John L. Morris, of Estancia,
physician and surgeon for the Santa
Fe Central Railway, arrived last even-in- s
in Santa Fe.
Rev. Father F. Gatisnol, Catholic
Paries priest at Anton Chlco, who has
been In this city on church business,
has returned home.
A. Mennett, a commercial traveler
representing n Las Vegas wholesale
house, was calling on his customers
in Santa Fe today.
Sheriff Carlos Baca, of Valencia
County, arrived In the Capital last
night from Ijos Lunas. He came to
v le w 'Legl si a t i ve.p rocee d i n gs
1. H. Rapp. architect,
with offices
In Las Vegas and Trinidad, reached
the city last evening and attended to
business today In the Capital.
Hon. Julian
Trujillo, member of
the House of Representatives, from
Rio Arriba County, left today for a
short visit to his home at Chimayo.
,T.
M. Luna, probate clerk of Valencia County, is in the city from Los
Lunas for a few days' visit to relatives and also to watch Legislative
proceedings.
W. K. Gortner. court stenographer
of the Fourth Judicial District, has
returned to East Las Vegas from a
business visit to Kansas City and the
Indian Territory.
B. C. Crampton, Unton attorney, is
registered at the Claire. Mr. Cramp-tois chairman of the Republican
Central Committee, of Colfax County, and came to the city on political
affairs and to view Legislative

Our

Announcement

.

AND TRY OUR
TO COME
WE WANT YOU
GOODS THIS SEASON, AND WE KNOW THAT
WE CAN PLEASE YOU AND SAVE YOU MONEY.
"TT"
OUR DEVELOPMENT.
FROM A SMALL LOCAL NURSERY TO ONE OF
THE LARGEST MAIL ORDER HOUSES IN THE
CITY, PROVES THAT OUR GOODS AND PRICES
ARE RIGHT.

SPECIAL ATTENTION
CONTODAY'S ANNOUNCEMENT POSSESSES
SIDERABLE INTEREST TO THE SHOPPERS. THE
PAST SEASON HAS LEFT US WITH A NUMBER
OF BROKEN LINES IN EVERY DEPARTMENT.
WHICH IT IS TO OUR INTEREST TO CLEAR
OUT, AND YOU TO PURCHASE.
YOU ARE ALL INVITED TO COME AND INSPECT
THESE GOODS AT AS EARLY AN HOUR AS
YOU CONVENIENTLY CAN, AND WE ASSURE
POPUYOU THE FAIREST TREATMENT AND
LAR PRICES.
WE WISH TO SAY THAT WE WILL HANDLE
THE FINEST GOODS IN THE CITY, AND PAY
STRICT ATTENTION TO EACH AND EVERY

Judge W. H. NewconiD, of Silver
of Grant
City, a hading citizen
Comity, and chairman of the Republican Central Committee of the
County, spent yesterday In this city
on personal and political business. He

ONE.
MAIL ORDERS
REGARDING
IN THE
NO MATTER IF YOU DO LIVE OUT
ADVANTCOUNTRY, YOU CAN HAVE ALL THE
SHOPAGES OF CITY RESIDENCE AND CITY
ENTRUST US WITH YOUR
PING IF YOU
ORDERS.

returned home last night.
Dr. E. Davila Valle, of San Mateo,
reached the city yesterday. Dr. Valle
or Speaker Roman
is a brother-in-laL. Baca, being married to the
younger sister. Or. Valle came
!o look in at the Legislative Assembly and to visit his relatives.
Councilman W. D. Murray, of Grant
County, president of the Silver City
National Bank, and a merchant at
Central, left this evening for his
Silver City home for a short visit.
He will be on hand .Monday when the
session of the Council recommences.
William Mcintosh, the large sheep
owner of Torrance County, and who
also has interests at Albuquerque, arrived, in the Capital last evening
Mr. 'Mcintosh is here to oppose the
movement to remove 'the county seat
.
of Torrance from Estancia to

.!.

"'

.'..1.'.,
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WINTER GR OCERY O.
Fo

hruits and VegetaDics

I

of All Kinds in

Season.

2

2

Baby

won! cry if
give Him
you
BALLADS

I
s

"M. V." BUTTER
A

Specialty.

I

..

Water Supplies

Stoves, Ranges, Graniteware
t

Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stcck, Blacksmith
Supplies, Plumbing and Steam Heating.

THE WOOD-DAV-IS
HARDWARE CO.
:

Telephone

Now

"Some time ago I wrote you for a
book on the Cuticura Remedies and
received it 0. K. and went and bought
the Soap, Ointment, and Pills. They did
me more good than any medicine I ever
used. They cured me of my skin disease,
and I am very thankful to you. My
trouble was eruption of the skin, which
broke out in spots all oyer my body,
and caused a continual itching which
nearly drove me wild at times. I got
medicine of a doctor, but it did not cure
me, and when I saw in a paper your
ad., I sent to you for the Cuticura book
and I studied my case in it. I then
went to the drug store and bought one
cake of Cuticura Soap, one box of Cuticura Ointment, and one vial of Cuticura Pills. From the first application
I received relief. I used the first set
and two extra cakes of Cuticura Soap,
and was completely cured. I had
suffered for two years, and I again
thank Cuticura for my cure. If you
wish, you may publish this. Your
friend forever, Claude N.Johnson, Maple
Grove Farm , R. F. D. 2, Walnut, Kan.,
June 15, 1905."

ART PICTURES AND FRAMINC

This
ScbatchI Scratch Scratch
is the condition of thousands of
men, women, and children, who
may be instantly relieved and speedily
cured by warm baths with Cuticura Soap
and gentle applications of Cuticura Ointment, the great Skin Cure, and mild
doses of Cuticura Resolvent Pills, when
physicians and all else fail.
Oint-

PEVRLOPING, PRINT
INO and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Promp

rr

We make a specialty of

Attention.

Send for Catalogue.

HOWLAND

The Price of Peace.
The terrible Itching and smarting,
Incideii. to certain skin diseases, is
almost Instantly allayed by applying
Chamberlain's Salve. Price 25 cents.
.
For sale by M druggist.

& CO,

510 South Broadway1
1,08 ANGJJW58, CALIF

"GOOD ROOMS."
can get a good room

at the
Hotel Normandie at a very moderate
You

price, either by the week or month.
You ,will be gainer by calling there,
before engaging rooms elsewhere.

I

Sold throughout the world. Cuticuft 8oap,26c.,
ment,
c, Kenolvent, Wc. (In form ol ClioeoUle Coitt-Pilli Sbe. per vial of tiO), may be had of all drugRlati. A
Hole
tingle let often cure. Potter Drug ft Clieni. Corp.,

'MaKdi iei.,"Aa About the 8Mb, ScilMndUalr."

LADIES
Just received

220 San Francisco St.

CHEMISE

PETTICOATS

DRAWERS

NIGHT GOWNS

WAISTS

For Half

Century the Leading

a

Goods

Dry

-- o

P. O. Box 219.

House

Phone No.

CHARLES

sheet.
Small Holding Proof, full sheet.
sheet.
No. 1 Homestead,
sheet.
Desert Land Entry,
Affidavit Required of Claimant,
sheet.
sheet.
Affidavit, 4102b,
Final Proof of Desert Land Entry,
sheet.
Claimant's Testimony,
sheet.
Declaration of Application,
sheet.
Final proof,
sheet,
sheet.
Affidavit of Witness,
- Affidavit to be Filed Before Contest,
sheet.
Affidavit and Order for Publication
of Notice of Contest against a
sheet.
Entryman,
full
Final Homestead Proof,
sheet.
sheet.
Sheep Contacts,
1903, English or Spanish,
pamphlet,
$2.25; full Leather $3.00; 1905 English
or Spanish, pamphlet $2.75; full Leather, $3.50.
Postage, Leather, 16c, pa-

in

the City.

36.

WAGNERl

Furniture Company.
Beds, Upholstered
Entire New Lot of Iron and Brass
Furniture,
Dressing Tables, Couches, Baby Buggies, Etc., Just Received.

EMBALMING

2

AND

UNDERTAKING

A SPECIALTY.

2

306--

V

H. S.

'Phone
Sin Francisco St.
1.
No.
'Phone
Call
Night

PUNE&

COMPANY

GOOD THINGS TO EAT.

Phone 26.

10.

Phone 26

WE NOW HAVE A FULL LINE OF

Compiled Laws of New Mexico,
$9.50, postage, 45c.
Code of CivirProcedure, full Leath
er, Jl.oo, paper Dound, 75c, postage

OPERA HOUSE
SATURDAY, fEB'Y. 2
TRAGEDIAN

KING RICHARD
THE THIRD
New Fire Proof Scenic Equipment
Novel Electrical Effects,
Rich and Correct Costuming

EASTERN CANNED GOODS

7c.

Notary Record, $1.25 each.
Notary Seals Aluminum Pocket,
$2.75 delivered. Desks, $3.25 delivered
nearest express office.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports
Nos. 1 and 2, full Leather $6.50 a volume; 3 to 11, Inclusive, price, $3.30
each. Postage 25o.
J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
Postage, 45c.
J. P. Criminal Docket,
$2.75. Postage, 45c.
e
J. P. Docket,
Civil,
Criminal, $1.00. Postage 55c.
e
Hand Made Journal, $5.75.
e
Hand Made Ledger, $6.50.
Money's Digest of New Mexico Re
ports, Full Sheep, $6.50. Postage 25c.
Retail Liquor License, 50 in Book,
e

$roo.
Gaming License, 50 In Book, $3.00.
Startling Battle Tableaux and Every
Notification of Change in Assess
Advantage.
ment by Assessor, 100 in Book, $3.75.
Seats on Sale at Ireland's Pharmacy.
sheet.
Agreement,
Butcher's Bond,
sheet.
sheet.
Gaming Tables,
sheet.
Application for License,
sheet.
Sheriff's Monthly Report,
OPERA HOUSE
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
Appearance Bond on Continuance,
sheet.
(J. P.),
of
Bond
Appearance, (District
sheet.
Court),
sheet.
Justice Quarterly Report,
sheet.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com
sheet.
plaint,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sumsheet.
mons,
sheet.
Replevin Bond.
MR. GEO. D. SWEETS' MAMMOTH
Execution Forcible Entry and DeATTRACTION,
Promissory Notes, 25c per pad.
Miscellaneous.
Flexible Cover Pocket
Sheriff's
Docket, single, $1.25; two or more $1.
"
each.
Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c
each.
Compilation Mining Laws, 50c each.
sheet.
Acknowledgement,
Deed, The City of Santa Fe, full
sheet.
Deed, The City of Santa Fe,
'
20 sheet.
20
PEOPLE
Report of the Assessor, full sheet.
sheet.
English,
Application for Marlage License,
sheet.
Spanish,
Mexico Code, postage, 17c.
postage, 17c. .
Missouri Pleading Forms, $5.00,
A Messenger Boy is one of the
17c.
most, brilliant and fascinating of all pstage,'
Code Pleadings, $0.00. The
Missouri
Dramas.
American Comedy
two for $10.00.
Adapted to New
A GUARANTEED
ATTRACTION.
Application for License, Retail Lisheet.
quor License,
Prices
50c, 75c, $1.00
Application for License, Game and
Scats at Ireland's Pharmacy.
Laws of New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and
General License, 50 In Book, $3.00."
English and Spanish, 100 In Book, 75c.
County Superintendent's Warrant,

ALSO
f

NEW PANCAKE
LOUR,
NEW MAPLE SUGAR,
NEW ENGLISH WALNUTS,

NEW BUCKWHEAT FLOUR,
NEW MAPLE SYRUP,
NEW ALMONDS, ETC.

Dressed Poultry Wednesday and Friday.
FRESH BALTIMORE OYSTERS

Primrose Butter Best to be Had

Closing

"

--

CUT PRICES IN
FURNITURE

MB

Rugs, Queensware,
Hardware, Stoves,
Ranges and Picture Frames,1

2

AND

CALL

GET

PRICES.

2

C

Tuesday

D. S. LOUITZKL

2

February--

2

4

2

ixcomromATED

-

Messenger

4

BOY

BAND AND

'

ORCHESTRA

Mollnes

and

'"SJ
MRS. LYNG.
v

..

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain. Floor

ul Pttittii,

Stationery.
Patent Medieiae and 6rocers' Ssndriea.

-

--

ATTINTKM

WW

MAH,

iaurvArm.v.MJ

,

50 In Book, 350.

Plumes, Lace

I

2

....

Evening Hate.

CORSET COVERS

per, 14c.

AMUSEMENTS

a full line of White

for Reception and

D

Commencing Monday. Jan. 21st.

2

CUTICURA

ITCH! ITCH! ITCH!
14

' Kodaks and Photo Supplies

.

Cured at

FOR COMPLETE CURE

Fittings, Steam and

:

Doctor's

Expense of only $1.25 and

THANKS

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves,

228 San Francisco St.

Itching for Two Years
Medicine Did no Good

MMNNNNNUMMfHI

Hardware

111

mortal tragedy

Eruption Broke Out in Spots All
Over Body Caused a Continual

S. E. Corner Plata, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
Mtttt

LEGAL BLANKS.

LEADING

PUR-CHASE-

NOW.

Affidavit,

nnd a superior company In a majestic
revival of Shakespeare's Im-

ITCHING HUMOR

SAVING TO YOU ON GOODS

BIG

4

Miss A. Mugler.

AMERICA'S

IS A

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR

4

Winter Millinery

JOHN GRIFFITH

1

OUR GREAT MIDWINTER SALE OF

2

Monday.

WILD

ANNUAL
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
SALS

4

last
Legislative Assembly,
sheet.
Mining Lease,
for the Meadow City. He will return
Coal
Statement,
Declaratory
to the Capital either next Sunday or
sheet.

Judge A. J. Abbott, attorney for the
Pueblo Indians, has returned from
San Juan Pueblo, whither he went on
official business with the Indians. The
Montezuma dance was in progress on
the date of his arrival there and he
said It was one of the most fascinating exhibitions of the kind ho had
ever witnessed.

INCORPORATED 1903.

4

CONFORMING TO THE LAWS OF
NEW MEXICO.
t'he New .Mexican I'rlnMmr Company has the largest facilities and
most modern machinery for iloing all
kinds of Prlnling and Binding in first- class style. Manufacturers of Loose- leaf Ledgers. Pamphlets and Book
work a specialty Best Book Bindery
In the Southwest.
Mining Blanks.
sheet.
Amended Location Notice,
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher,
sheet.
Proof of Labor,
2
sheet.
Notice
Location,
Mining
Charles S. Peterson of East Las
sheet.
Placer
Mining
Location,
Vegas, who is acting as special corTitle Bond of Mining Property,
respondent for the' Las Vegas Optic sheet. '
during the present session of the
sheet,
Mining Deed,
left
night

-

'.

l8B.

1907.

1,

2

lat-ter-

PTHAN SALPN

FEBRUARY..--

FRIDAY,

" '

Com
The New Mexican Printing
pany bus on batd a large supply ol
wrltlne tablets and scratch pads sui&
able for school children, lawyers, mer
chants and also for home use, wmcD
will he cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
tu.d cheaper If ordered in larger quan
titles. TI.ese tablets are made from
the odds and ends of the best paper
obtainable, and you are getting double
when
buvlng.
your money'i" worth

Poll Tax Receipt Book, English and
Spanish, 50 In Book, 25c.
The New Mexican can do printing
Poll Books for City Election, 8
equal to that done In any of the large
pages, 40c.
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
work we turn out. Try our work once
and you will certainly come again. We
(Continued on Page 5.)

have all the facilities for turning out
every class of work, Including one of
the best binderies In the west
Blank Butchers' Shipping CertlB-cate- s
for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company.
Blank Butchers
Shipping Certificates for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company.'
Don't forget our large and complete
All
bindery and job department
work handled in the most
manner. One trial make you a permanent cuitomer.

...
FEBRUARY

FRIDAY,

1,

8AWTA

1907.

TIME TABLE ALL LINES.

of Taos, have been appointed by
Forest 'Supervisor Leon F. Knelpp as
assistant rangers on the Taos Forest
Reserve. They have both passed civil service examinations for the positions. The Taos Forest Reserve was
created November 5, 1906, and contains 233,200 acres.
Five tax suits have "been filed by
District Attorney Alexander Read In
the First Judicial District Court for
Rio Arriba County. The cases are
Jose
Territory vs. heirs of Juan
,.
unknown
Grant, Territory
heirs of Juan Jose Lobato Grant, Territory vs. heirs of Jose Ignacio Martinez y Serrano, Territory vs. George
H. Howard, and Territory vs. Jen-neG. Howard.
Those who are to participate In the
Elks' show next week held a rehearsal
in the Elks' club rooms last night
Under the Instruction of Edward Ehle
and J. W. Patterson, the kinks are
commencing to come out and what
promises to be the best show ever
given 'by local talent will be the result. Everything will be new and up
to date. The dates of the performances imve been fixed for the sixth
and seventh, or next Wednesday and
Thursday.
Captain Fred Foinoff of the Territorial Mounted Police received word
today from Sergeant R. W. Lewis
stating that the latter had recovered
five horses which had been stolen
from ranchers near the boundary between New Mexico and Arizona. He
came across the animals at a camp
in the mountains In the western part
of Socorro County, but the alleged
horse thieves had fled before his arrival. The horses were returned to
their owners.
Francisco Delgado has been appointed as jury commissioner of the First

intering and

Leaving Santa Recompiled According to Schedules
of Trains Now In Effect.

SANTA FE CENTRAL.
No 1. Southbound leaves Santa Fe
1:20 p. m.
No. 2. Northbound arrives Santa
Fe 5:40 p.m.
DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
No. 426. EastbounJ
leaves Santa
Fe 11 a. in.
No. 425. Westbound arrives Santa
Fe 3:30 p. m.

.

its

yiSV MEXICAN, SAXTA FE,

JT.

M.

PAGE FIVE.

Timely Suggestions

New Spring Samples Are In
Come In and See Them

I

up-t-

o

BILE'S

y--

.

TOPEKA & SANTA
Branch.

Arrive at Santa Fe Station.
No. 721
10:40 a.'
No. 723
6:50 p.
No. 725
11:15 p.
Depart from Santa Fe Station.
No. 720
. .. 8:15 a.
No. 722
4:20 p.
No. 724
7:40 p.
No, 720 connects with Numbers
and 2 east and No. 3 limited west

m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
10

at

Lamy.
No. 724 coneets with No. 1 west at
Lamy.
No. 724 connects with No. 7 and 8
southbound and- 9 west at Lamy.
Main Line Via Lamy.
No, 1 stops at all stations.
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
to Albuquerque to discharge passengers from Santa Fe.
No 721 leaves Lamy at 9:40 a. m.
and will not wait for No, 2 from the
west at Lnmy, waiting only for No.
30 from the south and No. .1 from the

east

"ROME METAL WARE," TEA AND
COFFEE POTS.
"PERFECTION" CAKE PANS.

Ground

"LA CROIX"
KNIVES.

Leave

Tablet-coa-

Headache
Tablets

A DOLLAR IN BANK

Ft

SANTA

You know It Is

You are not so liable

to tpend

xes

given time.

FINE RIGS

BARGAINS.

Herewith are some bargains offered
by the New Mexican Printing Com
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; papor bound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading forms, li: Missouri Code
Pleadings, 6; the two for $10; Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
Mexico, 1899, 1301, and 1903, English
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
leather, $3; Sheriffs Flexible-Cove- r
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nob. 3 to 10, Inclusive $3.30 each; Compilation CorSchool Blanks.'
poration' Laws 75c;' Compllaitilon MinOath of School Director,
sheet.
ing Laws, 50c; Money's Digest of
of New Mexico
Certificate of Apportionment
Reports, full sheep, $6.50;
School Funds,
sheet.
full list school blanks.
District Clerk's Annual Report,
sheet.
The new Candy Store will open toEnumeration Form,
sheet,
Homeday.
Everybody welcome.
Teacher's Certificate,
sheet.
kinds made every
all
of
made
Candy
Certificate of Apportion,
sheet.
day. Fruits, Nuts, etc. Fancy Boxes
Contract for School Teacher,
at reasonable prices. Across from
sheet.
Contract Between Directors and Cartwrlght's Grocery.
sheet.
Teachers,
Blank Butchers' Shipping CertifiTeachers' Term Register, full sheet
cates for sale by the New Mexican
Contract for Fuel,
sheet.
Teachers' Monthly Report,
sheet. Printing Company.
Prices.
On
or
$
.05
sheet each
The New Mexican Printing Com10 pany is prepared to do the best of
Full Sheet, each
25 brief work In short order and at very
Sheets, per dozen
.35 reasonable rates.
Lawyers who deSheets, per dozen
65 sire to have their briefs printed rapFull Sheets, per dozen
1.75 idly andg correctly and to present
Sheets, per hundreJ
them-t- o
the Supreme Court now in
.When In need of anything on earth, session here on time, should call on
try a New Mexican want ad. It will the New Mexican Printing Company
and leave their orders.
positively bring results.

Let us assist you with the many
conveniences this bank affords.

2

LIVERY STABLE
FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES. HACKS.

CALL UP 'PHONE

2

4

S'ltMBiiifl
NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Line Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

CHAS. CLOSSON.

i

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
AND MECHANIC ARTS.
An institution giving an intensely practical education.
Supported by Federal and Territorial appropriations. Pleasantly situated in its own grounds of 400 acres in the beautiful
Mtsilla Valley.
Four full
college courses in agriculture, mechanic arts,
domestic science and general science; short courses in agriculture,
stenography, and assaying. $90,000 worth of equipment. A faculty
of 30 Instructors; 230 students now in attendance.
Military instruction by an officer of the U. S.Army.
Large parade and athletic
grounds. Commodious girls' dormitory, under the best management.
An ideal winter climate at an altitude of 3,800 feet.
-

LUTHER FOSTER, President
(P. O.) Agricultural College, N.

..

M.

It Is Much Cheaper

Everything in Lace Curtains at
a

.

good deal quicker and much more satisfactory to use the telephone instead
of the telegraph. Use the long distance
telephone when you have business with
people in Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Trinidad. Paton. Las Vegas, Thornton
Bernalillo. Albuquerque, Los Lunas. Be
len and Socorro. The Santa Fe Telephone Company's instruments connect

with these places. Terms more reason:
able than the telegraph.
II.

'BLUE DIAMOND" TEA STEEPERS.
iMPERIAL
ROASTERS.

'LISK'S"

SPARKS, Manager.

'PENINSULAR"

POTS.

ENAMELED

RANGES.

FURNITURE,

OAK BUFFETS.

MUSIC CABINETS.

EYE

MAPLE

BED

ARTISTIC HALL TREES.

ROOM
OAK CHINA

CABINETS.

Plumbing Deparment
We take pleasure in placing at the disposal of our patrons, the services
of our I'lumbins Department, under t ho inunaKeueiit of
Mr. J. Crowley,
who has had wide experience In this sphere of,' activity. In New York City
and Denver, and whose work we fully guarniee.
We will be pleased to submit estimates on proposed work.
i

.

f

Phone 83.

The Santa Fe Filigree and
Jewelry Manufacturing Company.

7--

A fine and extensive assortment of
the latest styles of jewelry has Just
oeen purchased and will be sold at
the lowest possible rate for first class
goods. Every article guaranteed as
genuine and as represented. The
manufacture of Mexican filigree Jewelry is a specialty the finest and
best work ic that line Is turned out
by this company at very reasonable
rates. Brooches, bracelets, rinzs.
lockets, hairpins, scarf pins, ladles
breast pins,
or silver, filigree
work manufactured at home and In
the shops of the company by special
design and to suit customers In short
order ..nd from the finest gold.
Souvenir spoons, lnclud.'ag
uel Church stamps, In great numbers
and at a low price. Store and factory
208 Don Ga3par Avenue,
Laughllu
building.
ia-go-

N.

"

led ipscij
WHOLESALE

I FLOUR,

and

. . .

JAY,

GRAIJM, POTATOES,

RETAIL

".AlERS

'F

SALT and sEEDs.

MONDRAGON, Mgr.

The New Mexican Printing Company
Is prepared to furnish cards de vlsite

THE ONLY EXCLUUVI

HOUSE IN tANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

GRAIN

for ladles or gentlemen on short notice, in first class style at reasonable
prices, either engraved or printed. Call
on the New Mexican Printing Co

vW

The New Mexican Printing Company
baa on hand a large supply of pads
and tablets suitable for school work,
the desk, and also for lawyers and
merchants; good anywhere
We will
sell them at live cents In book form,

HENRY KRICK
8ol

-

much the largest asset w

ttatneit

mad

lai reeonuntidatioi

To hare our
ky 8. Spiti
we

can otrirc

aatitfactioi to toy at

rtore like ikia.

Irarg artitla tarciei

with

ou fuaraitaa.

1

9

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watchei, Jewelry, Diamonds.

!

SHOP

WILLIAM B PARSC-.S- ,
Prop.
Leading Tentorial Parlor In 8anta Fa.
Two Porcelain Bath Tubs.
Hair Cutting a Specialty. Three firstClass Barkers.
Bast Side of Plaza. Mouth or Postal
Tslef raph Office.

KERR'S
Capital : Parlors
The only first class in city.
Second to none in Territory.
Four first class artists : : :
Electrical Baths . . . . $1.50
.25
Other Baths
Parlors Located Wett Side Plata

......

W. H KERR.

W

for. Reliability it our watchword and trery ial we make ii doted
only after the purchase prove entirely latiifactory. It U a great

ri

Any Flaver You Desire.
We will deliver Soda Water in any
quantity to any part of the city.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
Telephone No. 38.

BARBER

hare ia our butiieu.

can be relied upon" it the very

Letup's St. Louis Beer

PLAZA

rri nwri

customer say to their frieadt, "Etery

Malls orders promptly attended to.
Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe, N. M.
Telephone No. 38

SODA WATER

ftirr

YOUR GOOD WILL

it

Agent For

-

A

SPRING 1907.

MEAS-

FOR THE HOLIDAYS.

THE

Lace Ctw tains

BEAN

SETS.

The New Mexican Printing Company is prepared to fill promptly and
satisfactorily all orders for engraved
visiting cards, marriage announcements, invitations and all work of that
kind. ' Prices as low as compatible
with good work. Call at the New
Mexican office and examine samples
and prices.

THE NEW MEXICO

III

BIRDS

j

'

4

GRATERS
AND CAKE

120 SAN FRANCISCO ST.

PHONE 132.

MEXICAN

J

4

Are these not excellent reasons why
you should begin a deposit account
with us?

POUNDERS.

LIBRARY

MAHOGANY

CARRIAGE SERVICE

S

GOOD SADDLE HORSES

2

You can make It earn for you 4
interest if you deposit It her for a

BOSTON

LIVERY, BOARDING AND FEED STABLE
FIRST-CLAS-

AND

Some Exceptional Values in
the Following Items:

THEODOBE CORRICK Proprietor.

2

needlessly;

"ELLIOTT" DIPPERS

Otif Furniture Department Offers

Santa Fe Livery Stable

NEW

COOK'S

ENAMELED WARE.

"AETNA" RICE BOILERS.

MISSION

2

It

RUST,"

"DAISY" STEAK

S

4

safer;

"ANTI

EGG

"GEM" PLATE SCRAPERS.

HABERDASHERY

2

your pocket, because

'BUFFALO" STEAM

MAKERS.

1--4

Is worth more to you than a dollar In

vSdus.

"SHAKER" FLOUR SIFTERS.

REAL

'

Dr. Shoop's

some of these articles, we feel sure

URING GCUPS.

"UNIVERSAL" BREAD

Your Measure With Us

n

s

IMPORTED

'GILMORE'S" IMPROVED

hog day tomorrow.
Painters are atwork painting the
front of the
hardware
store on the south side of the Plaza.
According to the weather forecast
the ground hog will see his shadow
when ho niaUs his annual appearance
tomorrow.
The probate clerk's office was closed
today on account of the funeral of
lie late 'Mrs. Joseflta Salazar do
mother-in-laof Probate
If you are sleeploss, restless, nervous, It's blood
Clerk George W. Armijo.
That surely Is a
LEGAL BLANKS.
Mass meetings will be held next congestion blood pressure.
certainty, for Dr. Shoop's Headache Tablets stop
(Continued from Page 4.)
Monday evening at Las Vegas and It in 20 minutes, and the tablets simply distribute
East Las Vegas in an effort to consoli- the unnatural blond pressure.
date the two towns and do away with
Bruise your finger, and doesn't it get red, and
Poll Bouks for Town Election, 8
the proposed division of San Miguel well, and pain you?- Of course it does. It's con- pages, 40c.
gestion, blood pressure. You'll find It where pain
County.
Poll Books, Election of School DiThe Sisters of Charity expect to If always. It's simply Common Sense.
rectors, 4, 6, and 8 pages, English and
We sell at 25 cents, and cheerfully recommend
realize enough money from the bazaar
Spanish, 20c, 30c, and 40c.
to be given next week to form the
Poll Tax List, 4, 6, and 8 pages.
necleus of the fund to be raised for
Road Supervisor's Receipt Hook, 50
in Book, Spanish, 25c each.
building an nddition to St. Vincent's
Hospital and Sanitarium. The success
Signs, Card Board.
of the affair is already assured. It is
"For Rent"..
15c each
only a question o how much the re10c each
"Board"
ceipts will be.
"For Sale"
10c each
Bert G. Phillips and T,. S. Meyers,
FISCHER DRUG CO.
10c each
"Lodging"
"For Rent or Sale":
...25c each
25c each
"Board and Lodging"
"Minor's Law"
50c each
...50c each
Livery Law"
"English Marriage Laws" 50c each
"Spanish Marriage Laws". .50c each
Wood-Davi-

date appliances, for, "That which to- necessity," in this progressive world,

'UNIVERSAL" FOOD CHOPPERS.

Judicial District
Court; by Judge
John R. McFIe in accordance with
the United States law which now applies to the territories. He will serve
in that capacity with Clerk A. M.
Bergere who is
Jury commissioner. One 'hundred and seventy-seveadditional names were placed
Pain In the bead pain anywhere, hr,i Its cams.
today in the United States jury
Pain ii contention, pain li blood pressure nothing
1st usually. At least, so says Dr. Snoop, and to wheel making the total number 400.
prore it he has created a little pink tablet. That Grand and petit juries will be drawn
for both the United States and Tertablet called Dr. Shoop's Headache
blood pressure away irom pain centers.
ritorial courts in the First Judicial
Its effect ischarmlng. pleaslnglydellghtful. Gently, District on
February 6th. The spring
though safely, It surely equalizes the blood circuterms of these two district courts
lation.
will convene here on Monday, March
If you have a headache, it's blood pressure.
If It's painful periods with women, same cause. fourth.

MINOR CITY TOPICS

In
should receive more attontion,
en.
chef or attend to the culinary duties
ss of the home depends on the ability
cures or not, good cooking is tndls-- I

Here are a Few Suggestions,

tt

ATCHISON,

There Is "0 part of the home, that
equipping tliH same, than the kltch
Tills is true, whether we employ a
personally, and much of the happlue
jot the cook, for whether we are epl
pensable.
An
household, uses
day is a luxury, tomorrow becomes a
ami this applies to the kitchen.
if you will allow us to show you
their utility and merits will he ob

Proprietor

A. W.

gpiegelberg- -

257

Iflfliaq

Francisco

Street.

am meilcan Wares and Curios

Rag, Wax,. Feather and Linen Drawn Work,
Opala, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
.To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.
MOTTO:

Baskets,

Blankets,
OUR

San

MEN'S SUITS TO ORDER
1

The new book of sam pies for Spring and Summer
has just been
of ED. V. PRICE AND COMPANY,
received; Quality Better and Prices Lower than last
year. Perfect Fit Gua ranteed or Money Cheerfully
Returned.

ADOLPH SELIGM AN.

SAffTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA EE, N. M.
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Mercantile Stationery
Kxufctr--

f

BLANK BOOKS AND LEDGERS.

Trans-Missou-

Santa Fa,

Newr

MY2UNG
FOLK
BALANCING

FEAT,

Kow

Hold u Cup of Walcr on I lie
lolut of u Carver,
AVlii'U you lire told that It Is
possible
to Imfa.iice a cup
full of
water oil the point of a curving knife
don't express your incredulity without
giving ono a c'hani'e to explain the feat,
Here Is the Way to do it, but nervous persons need not attempt it. In
sort a cork In the bundle of a coffee
cup tightly, but not .
vigorously an
to snap the handle, off. Stick a font
pronged fork In the cork, as shown In

Mericj.

younger boys and girls do not know it.
It Is the trick of cooking scrambled
eggs In a hat.
You ask the company If they would
like a dish of scrambled eggs. Then
you break four eggs iu a hat, drop in a
pinch of salt, place the bat for a short
time over the flame of a candle and
shortly afterward pour Into a dish the
scrambled eggs, quite hot,
How Is It done? Why, the scrambled
eggs have in reality been previously
prepared, covered and placed In the
hat. But when making your proposition to the company you hold the hat
too high for them to see the Inside of it.
Your eggs all but one were really
empty ones, from which you had previously sucked the contents. The one
solid one you should have accidentally
dropped on the table, letting It break,
so as to fool your company Into supposing that the other four were also
solid eggs.

The Gnchanted Tray.
Take an Iron tray and set It on top
of four glasses which have been wiped
perfectly dry.
Charge It with electricity by rubbing
it vigorously with a sheet of brown
paper.
You will presently produce sparks
strong enough to leap from the tray to
your linger,- although you will be in no
danger of a shock.
This is called the enchanted tray and
Is a nice thing to amuse your little
friends with.'
Contentment.
In summer, when 'tis very warm
And all the folks complaining

It's then I like the winter time,

go,

Brave winter with Its Ice and snow.

BALANCING

And when the blustering blizzards rave
And tt Is cold as cold can be
The very hottest summer day
Is not one whit too warm for me.

THE CUP.

the illustration, two of the prongs on
one side of the handle and two on thf
other.
This arrangement lowers the center
of gravity of the apparatus, and you
may now place the cup on the point ol
the knife. Do this carefully to see thai
the cup is in exact equilibrium.
It is hardly necessary to say that the
hand that holds the upright knife must
be a steady one or there will be a
smashup, but with quiet nerves and
careful handling the feat may readily
be accomplished.
Chicago News.

THE RABBIT FAMILY.
How Molly Cottontail Teaches Bunny

the Ways of Life.
that

Does it ever occur to you

In spring I like the bracing fall,
In autumn love the gentle spring.
So, you see, the whole year round
I'm satisfied with everything.

Christmas Island.
"I spent last Christmas on Christmas
island," said a globe trotter. "In the
morning I bathed In the sea and in
the afternoon, dressed in white flannel,
I played tennis. Christmas Island Is
In the Indian ocean.
It is always
summer there. The thermometer never falls below 70 and never rises above
90 In the shade. There's
always a
cool, pure wind from the southeast.
Fresh fruit and flowers and vegetables
are as plentiful In January as in July.
This little paradise is nine miles long
and ten miles wide."

young

animals have bushels of things tc
learn and that the length of their lives
depends to a large extent upon how
well they learu their lessons?
For example, we will take the rabbit.
Bunny's first lesson will be Id
what kinds of food to eat, how to know
his enemies and how to play tricks and
gain useful knowledge.
Molly Cottontail, the, mother rabbit,
will Impress upon her baby that he
must lie low and mingle with the dry
leaves and underbrush while he is lit
tie and helpless, because the Creatot
In his goodness has provided a coal
the color of his natural surroundings
for his special protection. She will
say In rabbit talk: "Now, Bunny, one
thump with my hind feet means freeze
(keep quite still), an enemy is approaching; two thumps, slow, means
come; two thumps, fust, wonder; three
thumps, run for dear life."
Bunny Is taught how to wabble his
nose to keep his smeller clear, thai
dewdrops from the bush Is the best
water to drink and that he should often taste his mother's lips to make
sure he is having the same kind ol
fodder.

PRINTERS
. .

BOOK BINDERS

WANTS

DAILY PASSENGER SCHEDULE.

Train
lSo1

"

"

Dist from

3 30 p. m.
4 40 p.m.
4 85 p. m,
4 35 p. in.
5 00 p. ui.
5 80 p. in.
5 45
p.m.
5 55
p. m.
B SO
p. in.
0 45 p. in.

No. 2.

Raton

ILcave (a)
Leave

7

ral"

STATIONS

Raton

Clifton

13

Arrive

Preston

SO

Leave

:..t

Arrive

Koehler June
Koehler

.13

Leave (c)
Leave
Arrive

41
47

.

Vormejo

...Cerrososo
Cimarron

Arrivn
Arrive

12 30 p. in,
13 01 p.'m,

Leave

11

40 a. ni.

Arrive 1110 a.m.
Arrive 1130a,m.
Leave 10 25 a.m.
Leave 9 45 a.ru.
Leave 0 25 a.m.

Connects with El Paso
Southwestern Ry. Train No. 124, arriving
in Dawson, N. M,, at G:10 p. m.
"Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry. Train No. 123, leaving
Dawson, N. M., at 10:05 a. m.
(a) Track Connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry.
Track Connection with A., T. & S. F, Ry.
' Livery Service to Van Houten, N. M.
(c) Track Connection with E. P. & S. W. Ry.
J. VAN HOUTEN, V. P. & Gen. Mgr. W- A. GORMAN, G. F. and P. A.
RATON, NEW MEXICO.
&

-

-

Roswell Automobile Co
Mail and Passenger Line between Island train-du- e
Roswell, N. M,, and Torrance, N. M.,
Running time

at

2

a. m.

between the two
daily Sunday included, connection points 5 hours, meals furnished
at
with ail trains on the Rock Island Camp Needmore, free of charge.
and Santa Fe Cential Railways.
Excursion parties accommodated by
Leave Roswell at 1 p. m.
notifying the company two days in
Leave Torrance Cn arrival of Rock advance.
Agents for the Buick Automobiles, one of the best known
Best Machines for all purposes on the market.

and

Two of the best known and best
machines for all purposes on the
Address all communications and In
market.
qutrles to the

Roswell Automobile Co
Roswell,

lew

.

.

.

.

.

NewMexic,

piexico Employment Bureau
'

AND

REALTY

COMPANY,

Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real
Money Lent on Approved Security.

Estate Bought, Sold and Exchanged.
BENTS COLLECTED.

Business of

Non-Residct-

AM,

PAID.

TAXES

Attended to.

ts

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:

A Nice 7 Room House. Large
Lot. Good Location. Plenty of
Fruit Trees.
--

10

Palaca Avmim

Tftatsa Nc.

iff,

FOR RUNT Furnished rooms for
light housekeeping, near capital. M.
C. Miller.

I
HEW MEXICAN

PBIMms

FOR RENT Furnished house of
seven rooms and bath. Good location.
Inquire at New Mexican.

CO

I.al em,
Santa Pe

R.

THURNHILL,

ft.

THE FLORIST
i

IRECT ROUTE
TO
The Mining Camps of Colorado, Utah and Nevada;
To Denver, Colorado Springs and
Pueblo is Via the

Through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the
San Joan country of Colorado.
For information as to r.ss, train service, descriptive literature, etc., call on or address
S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.,
Denver, Colo

S. S. McBRIDE,

Agt.

Santa Fe, N.

M.

Remington

CUT FLOWERS ALWAYS ON HAND
FLORAL DESIGNS FOR PARTIES, FUNERALS, ETC.
Mail Orders Promptly Attended to
Colorado, Phone 92.

SEVENTH AND DOUGLAS!
New Mexico
East Las Vegas
CORNER

typewriter

The

Denver & Bio Grande Railway

American
Collection
Agency.
No fee charged
miles, collection
Is made. We make
collections In all parts of the U.S.
ANTHONY P.WILSON, Attorney.
413

Kansas Avenue,

TOPEKi,

-

-

-

KANSAS,

The flew Mexican rriiitin g Company
Publishers

Best Equipped and hjost lodern Book Bindery in the Southwest

Publishers New Mexico Supreme Court Decisions.
LEGAL BLANKS Wholesale or Retail A SPECIALTY
Loose Leaf Ledgers

The line of his railway from Raton to Cimarron, N.
M., including the Koehler Branch, Is now open for
FREIGHT AND PASSENGER traffic. Due notice will
be given of opening of other extensions.

REMINGTON,

TYPEWRITERS

Commercial Bank BooksRecords

and Briefs for Lawyers.

THE

DAILY

of"

NEW MEXICAN

NEW MEXICAN REVIEW W'kly.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO Spanish

BLANK BOOK
AfiUFACTUIERS

All Work Guaranteed
4T LOWEST
ADDRESS

ALL

1907.

Railway Company.

Gar-dun- o

Is

1,

St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific

i

Willing to Chance It.
reported of the Earl of Mans-- I
field that he once dismissed a servant,
but wrote for him a "character," as
follows: "The bearer, John
, has
served me ror three years iu the capacity of coachman, lie Is an able
driver and a very sober man. I discharged him because he cheated me."
A day or two later the man returned to
thank his old master for the help he
had afforded him in getting him a new
birth. How had the testimonial helped him? The man explained that his
new master had observed that ability
to drive and sobriety were the qualities
he required In a coachman. As for the
cheating, his employer had said, "I'm
a Yorkshlreman, and I'll be hanged If
you cheat me."

It

The English of It.
An English actor of some prominence
was dining with some friends In this
country. Oue of them asked him If he
had found any American plays that he
thought lie could use In England. "Oh,
yes," he replied, "I have seen one or
two that I fawncy will be on the other
side. In fact, I have entered into negotiations for several. One that appeals to me strongly Is a play called
Scrambled Egg In a Hat.
In a Public House,'
'Ten
Here Is an old trick, but perhaps yoil where Evenings
I shall play John Morgan, and
another is named 'Uncle Thomas' ResiThe New Mexican Printing Company dence,' which has a fine
part for me In
Is prepared to do the best of brief
Marks, the barrister." Kansas City
work In short order and at very reas- Star.
onable rates. Lawyers, who desire to
have tbeir briefs printed rapidly and
Papa's Fault.
Father I have just heard that that
correctly and to present them to the
Supreme Court now In session here incorrigible son of mine has just married a well known actress. Daughter-We- ll,
on time, should call on the New Mexyou have yourself to blame, faican Printing Company and leave thei.'
ther. Father How do you make that
orders.
out? Daughter Haven't you often
told him to hitch his wagon to a star?
Subscribe for the Daily New
Young's Magazine.
and gjt the news.

PUBLISHERS

OFFICIAL PROCEEDINGS OF THE ed and approved: Postal Telegraph
Ventura Anaya appeared before the
BOARD
OF COUNTY
COMMIS- Company for telegram 50c; Antonio board for the purpose of asking the
SIONERS OF SANTA FE COUNHerrera, services as clerk of elec board to order the treasurer and colTY.
tion, ?2; Roque Tedusque, for ser- lector to have his tax assessments harThe Board of County Commissionvices as judge of election, $5; Antonio monized and adjusted; the matter was
ers of the county of Santa Fe met J. Romero, for services as judge of deferred until the February meeting.
at 10 o'clock in the forenoon at its election, $2; Sanitana Herrera, for serLeo Hersch also appeared before
chambers in the court house in ac- vices as judge of election, $2.
the board for the purpose of having
cordance with law and was called to
The1 representatives of the different mo uoara oruer me treasurer ana
order by I, Sparks, commissioner from Insurance agencies were present in collector to have his tax assessment
the First District duly elected and tho interest of their respective com- harmonized, which petition was also
qualified in such office,
panies for the purpose of obtaining deferred until the February meeting
There were present: I. Sparks, com- tho Insurance on tho court house and of the hoard.
Mr. Madril moved that the room No.
missioner, First District, Jose, Leon jail from tho board.
Madril, duly elected and qualified
Mr. Sharks moved that the insur- 210 on Water Street be designated by
commissioner of Second District; ance of all county buildings be let in the board as the place where the election for Justice of the peace of preJose Ines Roibal, hold over commis- equal
proportions to each of the four
cinct No. 17, be held which motion
sioner from the Third District; George insurance agencies, namely, the
V. Armijo, probate
Sheriff
clerk;
Insurance Agency, the Bishop was carried.
The sheriff was authorized by the
Charles C, Closson, by R. L. Baca, Insurance Agency, the Watson Insurdeputy.
ance Agency and the Harvey Insur- board lo procure the additional number of chairs that he would deem
On motion of Commissioner Jose ance
Agency, the entire insurance to
lues Roibal, Commissioner I. Sparks be in the sum of twenty thousand necessary for the use at the county
was duly elected chairman of the dollars for the
county court house jail.
The following delegates were apboard for the ensuing two years.
and contents and furniture and in the
The following business was then sum of 47,500 for the county jail, pointed by the board to attend the
transacted: The following bills were furniture and contents and that the
Dry Farming Con
presented, examined, audited, ordered Insurance be written for the term gress to he held In Denver, Colorado, on January 24th, and 25th, 1907:
paid and warrants for their payment of five years; the motion prevailed.
Alfredo Lucero, Santa Cruz; Jose Orwere directed to bo drawn as follows:
Mr, Madril introduced the followWaller M. Taher, to one road su- ing resolution, which was adopted tiz y Pino, Galisteo; Hon. L. B. Prince,
A. L: Kendall, Alphonso Dockweller,
pervisor's record book, $1.25.
unanimously:
Arthur Boyle, A. B. Renehan, Marco-lino
Patricio Garcia, judge of election,
M.
be
David
That
.White
Resolved,
Garcia, Eulogio Sandoval and
Precinct 12, $2.
is
he
and
hereby appointed' engineer Cosmo Herrera.
Lorenzo 'Romero, clerk of election, in
charge of the construction of the
I. SPARKS,
Precinct No. 1, $2.
Gallsteo Street bridge to represent Attest:
Chairman,
The appointment of road supervis- the count of Santa
Fe and that the
GEO. W. ARMIJO, Clerk.
or, was referred until the February contractors be so
advised by the OFFICIAL PROCEEDINGS OF THE
meeting of the board.
clerk.
BOARD OF COUNTY
COMMISiienidilo Maestas was appointed
Mr. Roibal moved that the chairSIONERS, SANTA FE COUNTY.
Judge of election for Precinct No. 15. man and clerk of the board be authorSanta Fe, January 11, 1907.
The following resolutions submitted ized to
pay all unpaid legal accounts
The Board of County CommissionMadril not
by Commissioner Jose Leon
old
also
board
and
the
approved by
ers, Santa Fe County, met at it.3
were then unanimously adopted:
the bills referred to in the first part rooms in the court
house pursuant to
Resolved, That the New Mexican of these
proceedings, which motion call at 10 o'clock in the forenoon.
Printing Company, a corporation duly carried.
There were present: Hon. I. Sparks,
organized under and by virtue of the
The clerk was ordered and aulhor chairman, and Hon. Jose Leon Madril,
laws of the Territory of New Mexico,
lzert to procure 1,000 letter heads and commissioner;
George W. Armlno,
and doing, business in the city of SanUie
Board of probate clerk.
ta Fe and county of Santa Fe, be and 1,001) envelopes for
500 small and
Madril
Commissioner Jose Leon
the same is hereby appointed the pub- County Commissioners,
500 large; 1,000
letter heads, and stated that a vacancy existed in the
lic printer for the said county and
it Is hereby directed and ordered that 1,000 envelopes for each the sheriff position of judge of election of Preand assessor; 500 letter heads and 500 cinct No, 17 for the election for justice
all priniiitg and binding
necessary
of the peace and constable to be held
for the proper conduct of the official envelopes for tho probate judge.
R. H. Hanna presented a 'petition In the County of Santa Fe on Monday,
business of said county by its offwhich was taken under advisement by the 14th of January, 1907, this vaicials, be done by and purchased from
the ache said New Mexican Printing Com-- , the hoard until its meeting February cancy having been caused by
of the nomination as a can1th
next.
ceptance
for
pany; that all bills and accounts
A communication from Victor Mon- - didate for constable of the said presaid printing he submitted to this
his necessities and cinct upon the Democratic and Indehoard for audit, approval and pay tano expressing
was read to the board. Mr. pendent Republican ticket by J. T.
ment; this appointment to hold good poverty
who had been heretofore
and he in full force and effect until Sparks moved that Mr. Monlano be Sandoval,
as judge of election for the
named
an
for
order
for
$5
given
groceries,
December 31st, 90S.
Commissioner Jose
which was carried and the clerk was said precinct;
Resolved, That tho Daily New Mexordered to issue the same. The clerk Leon Madril, therefore, moved that a
ican, a paper published daily, except
of the board was authorized to sup- vacancy be declared to exist accordSundays, in the cily of Santa Fe and
ply bis office with the pen points, ingly and that. Santiago C. de Baca, a
the
lie
of
and
same
name,
county
pen, pencils, typewriting paper, car- resident and a citizen of the said preofficial
same Is hereby designated the
bon
and surh stationery that cinct be appointed and named to fill
paper of the county of Santa Fe and ho paper
deem
necessary on the busi- the said vacancy.
might
all county officials of the said county
This motion was carried.
was
are hereby directed and informed that, ness of his office. The chairman
The Board then adjourned to meet
a typewriter for
to
obtain
authorized
of
the
official
publications
any and all
at the call of the Chairman.
treasurer
office.
The
and
clerk's
the
said county must be published whenI. SPARKS,
collector was authorized to
ever required by law in the said
Chairman.
Attest:
tax
Leon
of
Jose
harmonize
the
Daily New Mexican during the term
GEO. W. ARMIJO, Clerk.
precent 22, allowing him the
of its appointment, which shall lie
exemption for the year, 1900, and
until December 31st, 1908.
New Mexican advertisers get trade.
also the tax rolls of Dr. David Knapp,
Upon motion of Chairman Sparks
Subscribe for the Dally New Max.
for
the
him
the
exemption
allowing
llie board adjourned lo meet at the
can and get the" news.
years from 1S99 to 1900, Inclusive.
call of the chair.
Mr. Madril then moved that the
I. SPARKS,
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER.
Chairman. board adjourn until tomorrow at 10
The Bon Ton Lunch Counter has
a. m., which motion prevailed,
o'clock
Attest:
been repainted, and refurnished, and
and the board adjourned.
CEO. W. ARMIJO, Clerk.
is now one of the best in the Terrl- I. SPARKS,
1907.
Special Meeting January 7,
Chairman.
Attest!
They handle everything In the
''
Board County
Honorable
The
line from both eastern and
GEO. W. ARMIJO, Clerk.
eating
Commissioners met in special session
western markets. A call will convince
Meeting Board of County
m.
Adjourned
a.
10
o'clock
to
at
call
pursuant
t'ou that they know the business.
Commissioners, January
The following members of the board
1907.
8th,
I.
chairwere present: Hon.
Sparks,
When in need of anything on earth,
The board as per adjournment of
man; Hon, Jose Leon Madril, and
a New Mexican want ad. It will
try
memHon. Jose Ines Roibal; George W. the preceding: day, met with all
results.
in the positively bring
ClosChairman
bers
Charles
Sheriff
Sparks
present,
clerk;
Armijo,
son was present. There being a chair; George W. Armijo, clerk; R. L.
The public is showing its apprecla
quorum the hoard proceeded to busi- Baca, chief deputy sheriff.
tiou of the attractive clrculurs sent
This being an adjourned meeting out
ness. The proceedings of the board,
by the New Mexican Printing
meeting of January 1st, 1907, were the reading of the minutes of the flnmnanv. In roeard to rubber stumps
day before was dispensed with and
read and approved.
The following bills were read, audit the board proceeded to business:
Ber-ger- e
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Specially Selected From Among Best
Short Story Writers of the Day,
All Are Bright, Catchy and
Entertaining.
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milea wuth of Albuquerque,
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of the Main Line of the Santa Fe System

are
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letdinn

East and West from Chicago, Kaneu City, Qalvestoi and
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Copyright,
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Commercial

er Mill, capacity 150 btrrels daily; large winery; three
tels, restaurants, etc., Belen ia the largest shipping point
for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New
ho-

George Morgan the return of
Christmas brought no pleasure.
Indeed, the advent of the
of Joy had plunged him
iuto the depths of the blues. When
busy with his work he found solace
for his loneliness In the successful pursuit of money, but when every one was
resting he was forced to rest also, and
that made him a prey to his thoughts.
As a fruit broker and manager of a
cold storage plant he had amassed n
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considerable fortune. He knew his
business from the bottom up, having
begun life selling bananas from u basket in the streets of the city. Inch bj
Inch he progressed with that steady
thrift peculiar to n certain strain ol
Americans, and his thrift was vitalized
by a spirit of enterprise. Kach littlt
business triumph had enabled him tc
plan a greater until he finally fouHd
himself at the head of the business.
Though he met many men he was uol
one to accumulate friends, and, as foi
women, they had no part in his life.
And yet this is hardly true. One woman there was whose memory was
cherished In the secret recesses of his
heart. A chance aeiiunUitaneeshlp had
developed on his part to love, but, being unused to the graces of social Intercourse and having the reputation ol
being a hard and grasping man, he had
made but little progress. With the precipitation of a business man he had
proposed marriage before she had even
learned to regard him as a friend and
when he was refused hud returned to
his work with a desperate energy that
made the thousands grow beneath his
band.

But on Christmas eve his success had
little value. Not even his books, for he
had educated himself, could yield him
solace, and the sound of merrymaking
on the streets but added to tils dejection.

But he could reproach no one. If others had no thought for him, for whom
did be have a thought? At this question the quiet face of Ethel Dangerfield
rose for a momeut iu his memory, but
the vision was quickly brushed aside.
In his gloomy lutrospection he plunged
further back In his. life, to the time
when he was a lonely boy in the cold
and heartless city and there was na
Christmas for him. He could not re
member his mother as living or his father os sober. If any one had been
kind to him, then life might have been
different. Suddenly be was stuug by a
thought, and, springing from the sofa
where he was lying, he walked several
times excitedly from end to end of fii?
bachelor apartment.
"I'll do It," he finally exclaimed. "By
thunder, I'll do it!"
Taking up his overcoat, he began to
put It on when his eyes suddenly fell
on the clock, and he stopped, with a
laugh. It was already after 1 o'clock
on Christmas morning, and, of course,
he could not carry out his purpose.
Throwing aside his coat, he resumed
his walking, but with a happier expression on his countenance and a
lighter feeling at bis heart than he had
known for many a day. At length he
repaired to his little bedroom for the
night, where he slept with; au easy

conscience.
On the, following morning, when the
children of all the world were rejoicing
with their toys and reveling In the
good cheer of Christmas, George Morgan, the wealthy fruit broker, came
downtown from his apartments and
picked bis way carefully Into one of
the worst slums. There were dirty and
ragged children everywhere lu the
streets, but all of them had something

to gladden their hearts. It might be
only a little rag doll or a penny's worth
of candy, but still it was something.
This man knew the city too well,
however, to be deceived by appearances. ' His boyhood had been spent In
Just such a street, and be knew that
somewhere such a boy as he was in
quest of could be found. With an alert
eye he glanced down alleyways and
among the garbage barrels until finally In the doorway of a tumbledown
louse he found the boy he was seeking.
A pathetic little figure with tearful

something, lie then gave utterance
to an exclamation of annoyance, which
caused the little boy to look up at him
Inquiringly.
"Can you tell me where William
Jones' clothing store Is?"
Instantly the boy brightened. Here
was au opportunity to earn a nickel,
and lie was at the side of his possible
benefactor In nu instant.
"It's Just down de street., I kin show
you where it Is."
"I wish you would, my little man,'
and he started to walk iu the dlrectloii
Indicated, with the little boy at his
side. After a carefully timed pause
which gave his guide au opportunity
to look him over with the keen sagae
lty of n street urchin, he asked:
"Did Santa Cluus come to see yot
last night?"
"Xaw," retorted the little arab, with
au expression of defiance that only
thinly veiled his disappointment.
"But you are going to have a Christ
mas dinner, are you not?"
"Oh, yes," replied the little mai
cheerfully. "Mrs. Dugan asked me tc
wait up for her. She does cleaning ano
dishwashing In one of the big houses
uptown, nud they always gives hei
something dat's left over at dinner
She's asked me to come and have a
bite wid her and wid Maggie and Jack
when she gits home."
"But haven't you any folks of youi
own?"
"Yes; I've got dad, but he's
to care for what as happens tc
me, and I don't spect he'll git over
for two or three days."
The case was so like that of his own
youth that Morgan felt a lump rislns
iu his throat. A child always know
when he Is being sympathized witL
truly, and the little street arab was as
comfortable with his new friend as it
he had known him all his life.
"Here's Jones' place," said the boy
"but Jt's closed today."
"Yes, but Jones lives upstairs, doesn't
he?" said Morgan, who really knew
the Uistrict well.
"Sure he does."
"Then "we'll ring him up," and Morgan applied himself to the bell. In the
meantime the little boy was wonder
Ing why his expected nickel hadn't ap
pcared, but refrained from asking foi
it to the last moment.
Presently Jones opened the door
looking greasy and unkempt.
"Well, Mr. Jones," said Morgan
''here's a little boy who wants a uew
suit of clothes. Don't you think yot
could open up and sell It to hlin'i"
exclaimed the rag11

For the nrst time In "lis life
he had new shoes and new clothes
from his socks to his cap. Having paid
formed.
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come!"
"Well, let us go and get them."
Presently Morgau was climbing the
dark stairway to the top floor of the
vile smelling, nlosely crowded tenement, with Bud preceding him twe
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discussed with fliem with much seriousness every Item on the bill of fare.
By tactful questions he learned ot tin
luxuries they most longed for and saw
to It that they larked for nothing. Lit

MINI) II' r MNO VOt; Ul'AUAIN?"'

the tailor, Morgan took his little friend
by the hand and started toward the
street, but he suddenly paused.
"By the way, Jones," he explained, "1
may want to do a little more buying
here this forenoon. Do you mind if
ring you up again?"
"Certainly not, sir; certainly not,"
said Jones, willing to do anything to
oblige so excellent a customer.
"Now, Hud, tell me atioutj .Maggie
and Jack. Where are they going tu
have their Christmas dinner'"
"They're going to have it with their
mother when she gits home."
"At noon?"
"Oh, I guess they're just going to
wait the same as I was going to do."
"Where are they now?"
"They're In der mother's room, auo
Mrs. Mnnsey, across the hall. Is keep
Ing au eye on them."
"Do you think we could get them t
come with us for dinner?"
"Do I think It? Uee, sure they'd

steps at a time.
"Hey, Mug and Jack, what d'yci
think? Here's a gentleman as want
us to have dinner wid him. And look
amuffin.
nt the uoo do es he's got for me!"
"You see," explained Morgan, "you
Olauclug about the room, Morgan
are going to have your Christmas din saw that It was
clean, though poverty
ner with me at a restaurant, and J
stricken, and the childreu were well
think you would feel better If you
washed, though their clothes showed
Whut
dressed up bp fore you went.
evidence of much mending. They did
do you think?"
not require so thorough an overhaulWhat the little fellow thought was
ns their frieud Bud, but still they
not of the things that could be told in ing
needed much to muke their Christmas
words, and Jones, seeing a prospect ol
found
a sale, opened his shop without urging day what It should be. Morgan
In winning their confilittle
difficulty
a
Ticking from the goods displayed
so
ah ndvocate
complete outfit of warm clothing, Mor- dence, havingns eloquent
Mrs. Muiisey looked in
ns Bud, and
gan asked if they could not get a bash:
of water and a towel In a back room st he explained his purpose.
"Sure, I intended taking them ovei
that their little friend could dress up
After some difficulty these uecessarles myself at noon, but It's poor we are,
and a dry, well seasoned piece of soar and with many mouths to feed, and 1
wore produced. For the first time with nni sure their mother will be thankful
In his memory Bud Lester, for-hhad to you for giving them a treat."
Having made these arrangements
by this time confessed his uuuie, np
preached water with enthusiasm, and Morgan returned with his little crowd
it was not many miuutes until be stood to Jones' and
their cloth
trajisbefoj'e bisjienefai.'jthorouslilj
ing with a warm coat for Jack and a
cape for Maggie. He then took them
to a quiet little restaurant that he
knew. To their Imaginations It was a
Entirely
wonderful place, and he was too wise
In the ways of the poor to take them to
any place where their surroundings
might make them uncomfortable ot
The
where they would attract the notice ot
the other guests. The little restaurant
was In the rear of a delicatessen store
and was patronized only by the poorei
classes. The food, however, was plentiful and wholesouie,.nnd, entering fully
Into the spirit of the occasion, Morgan placed his imests at n table and
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eyes was huddling out of the reach ol
the bitinjr wind. With the skill of a
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diplomatist Moi-khmission,
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street several times as if smirching foi
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Don't forget our large and complete
bindery and Job department. All work
handled promptly and in the moat
manner. One trial makes you
permanent patron- Subscribe for the Dally New
news.
and get
New Mexican advertisers get trade.
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tie by little he learned from them theii
stories and became so absorbed ttial
he did not notice a quietly dressed
lady who had entered to make some
purchases and while waiting to be
served bad noticed the happy group Ie
the restaurant. She could hardly be
lieve her eyes, but when she had as
sured herself that she was not dreaming her eyelashes became wet. with
tears.
Moving quielly over to Hie
group, she laid her hand ou Morgau'!
arm. He looked up quickly, then stood
up awkwardly, like a boy caught In
mischief.
"Miss Daugerlleld," lie stammered
"I hardly expected to see you here."
"Nor you," she replied. "But there
are some poor people here In tills neigh
borhood that I am interested in, and 1
just ran down to see If they bad every- 1
thing pleasant for their Christmas.
found that they were lu need, and
came here to buy something for them.
But you?"
"The fact Is," he stammered, "I was
feeling lonely and did not have any
where to go for Christmas dinner, so I
just thought I'd do something foolish
and hunted up these waifs and strays,
and well, wo are here and having a
glorious time."
"I can see that you are," she said
gently to this strong, successful man
whom she saw In a light hitherto undreamed of.
"But," she added, "I cannot think of
you not having any place lo go for
Christmas dinner. Father and mother
and I are alone today, and I mu going
to set another plate for you. We dine
at half past 7."
"But," he began.
"I'll take no 'buts,' " she Interrupted
authoritatively, and she was a girl accustomed to having her own way. "1
will not listen to any refusal. You must
come." Then she added pleadingly,
"Yon will come, won't you?"
Before he knew what he was doing
be had stammered his thanks and accepted her Invitation. When she had
left the slore his gayety seemed greatly increased, and for the little waifs
the dinner turned out even more gloriously than it bad promised. To them
It was indeed a Christmas such as they
had not before dared to dream of.
But It wrs not their lust Christmas In
high life. The following year they were
Invited to have their Christmas dlnuer
In the cozy little flat uptown with a
certain Mr and Mrs. Morgan, with
whom they appeared to be on wonderfully good terms,
1

1
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He

Her Plan.

Do you believe in long engagements? She -- It all depends. He I
don't understand. She -- If lie bns
plenty of money and is Inclined to be
liberal a long engagement Is the thing,
but if he cannot ntt'ord boxes at the
opera and such things I always make
his regime very short.

Countering a Touch.
"Don't you think you're wasting
your time talking the value of econHo hasn't any
omy to Blank?
money."
"I know, but I have."-Detr- olt
Free
Press.

MYSTERIOUS CARD,

and How
UiTflved It.
When I was leaving Hartford for
Washington upon one occasion my
wife said: "1 have written a small
warning and put it in a pocket of your
dress vest. When you are dressing to
go to the authors' reception at the
White House you will naturally put
your fingers In your vest pocket, according to your custom, and you will
find that little note there. Head It
carefully and do as It lulls you. I
cannot be with you, and so I delegate
my sentry duties to this little note. If
I should give you the warning by
word of mouth now it woiiliLipass from
your head and lie forgotten in a few
minutes."
It was President Cleveland's first
term. I had never seen bis wife, the
young, the beautiful, the good hearted,
the fascinating.
the sympathetic,
Sure enough, Just as I had finished
dressing to go to (he White House, I
found that little note, which l had
II w;is a grave
long ago forgotten.
little note, a serious little note, like
Its writer, but it made me laub.
Llvy's gentle gravities often prodneed
that effect upon me where the expert
humorist's best joke would have failed, for I do not laugh easily.
When we reached the White House
and I was shaking hands with the
president he started to say something,
but I interrupted lilm and said:
"If your excellency will excuse me
I will come back In a moment, but now
I have a very Important matter to attend to, and It must be attended to at
once."
the
I turned to Mrs. Cleveland,
young, the beautiful, the fascinating,
and gave her my card, ou the back of
which I had written "He didn't," and
I asked her to sign her name below
those words.
He didn't
She said: "He didn't?
what?"
We
"Oh," I said, "never mind!
cannot stop to discuss that now. This
Is urgent. Won't you please sign your
name?" I handed her a fountain pen.
"Why," she said, "I cannot commit
myself in that way. Who is it that
didn't? And what is it that he didn't?"
"Oh," I said, "time is flying, flying,
flying! Won't you take me out of my
distress and sign your name td it'
It's all right.
give you my word it's
all right."
She looked nonplused, but hesitat-Iuglanil mechanically she took the
pen and said:
"I will sign It. I will take the risk.
But you must tell me all about it right
afterward, so Hint you can be arrested
before you get out of the bouse in case
there should be anything criminal
about (his."
Then she signed, and I banded ber

ark Twain'
Mrs.

OiM

Clcvf-lan-

1

Mrs.

Clemens'

note,

which

was very

brief, very simple and to the point. It
Baid, "Don't wear your arctics in the
White House." It made her shout, and
at my request she summoned a messenger, nud we sent that card at once
to the mail on Its way to Mrs. Clemens
lu Hartford. Mark Twain's Autobiography In North American Review.

Water Iu Old London.
London's original water supply, says
the Chicago Daily News, was the river
Thames, and every apprentice was supplied with a water tankard for transporting liquid to the house. As early as
1479 there were "water thieves," "for
In this yere a wex chandler In Fleet
street had hi craft pereed a pipe of the
condlt wlthynne the ground, and so
conveled the water Into his selar;
wherefore he was jugld to ride thrugh
the cltee with a condlt upon, his hedde."
The first official water supply for London was made In Germany. In 1582
Peter Maurice, a German, made au engine at London bridge by which water
was conveyed in lead pipes to the citizens' houses, and he and his descendants became rich on the proceeds.
Treating the Insane.

In 17U0 William Tuke, a Quaker,
opened the first national asylum for
the Insane In York, England. A few
years earlier a Frenchman named
bad made a similar effort to restore
the mentally deficient to the rank of
human beings. Plnel's plan was that
of nourestraiut, a system then unheard
of and, of course, to be ridiculed as a
preposterous heresy. It Is now being
followed everywhere.
Pi-n-
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There are stars so distant that a g
machine moving at the rate of 500
miles an hour would require 500,000,-00years to reach them.
fly-lu-
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Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells F argo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States, Caraca, N'cjocc
and all Foreign Countries
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The New Mexican Printing Company claims to do the best
printing and binding in the Territory saya it makes a specialty
of better grades of printing and binding caters particularly to
people who want something a little out of the ordinary or a little
better than the average does not claim to be the cheapest in the
Territory, but does claim that its work is always worth the price
asked for it, and this price is based on accurate knowledge of the
cost of material and skilled labor; communicate with the Company in regard to the next lot of printing. Address The New
Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe, .N M.

Rubber Stamps
WHEN YOU HND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUSH TEEY SAVE
iQAYi.
TIME, AND TIME I MONEY

318!

PRICE-LIS-
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..!!
Stamp, not over 2 inches long
Each additional line on tame stamp, lOe.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2 J and not ever 3i inchei long. .S0e
. . . . . . Each additional line on gftme stamp, 15s
e
Stamp, over 3J and net over i iachci long. . , .Iff'
Each additional line on same (tamp, S0e.
Oae-lin- e
Is
Stamp, over 5 inches lon', per Lach
Each additional line, same priea.
Curved lines on Stamp count aa two line.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inche loig way, Me extra
Larger sizes at proportionate price.
inch ha
wa eharg
Where type ueed is over
;
inch or fraetio.
for one line for each one-naETC.
DATES,
Local Dater, any town and date for ten yean
II.)
f(te
Ledger Dater, month, day and year in inch.
Bte
,
Regular line Dater
I1.S0
Defiance or Model Band Dater
Fac Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp and WcoA Ct, 1.S3
1 8
Pearl Check Protector
SELF INKING STAMI PADS.
ltxl, 10c; 2i3i, lie; ii3i, 2c; 2Jx41, He; IJx6i, I0f ;
lx71, Wr
One-lin- e

On-lm-

one-ha-

lf

if

f

.......

FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDBISI

IEV

EXICAJI PRIJITIjVG CO.
8 NT A

Fl,

NEW MEXICO.

.

J
AGE EIGHT,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA EE, N.M.

FEBRUARY

FRIDAY,

1907.

1,

RECEIVED TODAY

FRESH

.Both HUYLERS and GUNTHERS'

CELEBRATED CANDIES
Personal Mention.

BAS,

GOCES,

BUTCHERS!

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.
No. 250 San
(

rocery Telephone
CANNED

No.

rancisco Street.

F

Meat Market Telephone No. 49.

4.

GOODS,

We ni'e in receipt of a car of eastern
canned goods, pickles, sauces, eto.
,
Among these are included the
Blue Label and Heinz brands. We
are quoting very attractive prices on
these goods, which are all the very
best that it is possible for high grade
factories to turn out.
Ferndell corn, can 13c, doz. $1.00,
case $3.00.
Ferndell Telephone Peas, can 15c,
case $3,00.
Ferndell Tomatoes, can 15c and 20c.
Blue Label Corn, can 15c.
Blue Label Peas, 2 cans for 35 cents,
Blue Label Tomatoes, can 20 cents.
Heinz' Baked Beans, 15, 20, and 25
cents.
Heinz' Apple Butter, 15 and 25
cents.
Heinz' Chow Chow or Mixed Pickles
pint, 15 cents.
Fern-dell-

SUNBURST.
The Sunburst Brand of canned vegetables is packed in Kansas.
The
freight" rate is lower than from farther east and the goods are of very
fine quality. We offer the following
bergains for the present:
Sunburst
Marrowfat Peas, can,
12
case $2.25.
Sunburst Early June Peas, can
12
case $2.50.
Early June, extra sifted Peas, can
15; case $3.00.
Sunburst Corn, can 10, case $1.75.

DRIED FRUIT.
Dried fruit is now on sale from tiie
190G crop.
We are offering prunes In
especially attractive packages.
1
pound packages,
packages
and
packages we offer as follows;
In

size, very large fruit, 15.
cents.
In
size, very fair sized fruit,
10, 25 and 40 cents.
We also have (he fruit in bulk and
10,

30-4-

and

C5

00-7-

in

boxes.

On full boxes our price Is very at
tractive; if you can use so much ask
for price.
Dried Apples, per pound, 10 cents.
Evaporated Apples, very fancy, per
cents.
pound, 12
Evaporated Apricots, per pound, 25
cents.
Evaporated Peaches, per pound, 20
and 25 cents.
2 pounds of California Figs, eating,
for 25 cents.
1 pound of California
Figs, cooking,
for 10 cents.
A little
lemon added to figs or
peaches in cooking adds to the flavor.
Dried fruit should be soaked over
night or for several hours and then
cooked slowly in the same water until
tender. Quick cooking without soaking will ruin the best dried fruit.
2
pounds of the finest imported
dates for 25 cents.
Dates stuffed with English walnut
or other nut meats make a delightful
confection.

COAL s WOOD
Genuine Cerrillos lump, ton. $0.00
Monero lump
$5.75
Raton lump
$5.50
Anthracite mixed, per ton.. $8.75

Anthracite furnace, ton
$S.75
Sawed wood, per 1,000 lbs.. $3.00
Four-foo- t
wood, per cord. .. .$3.50

Our Held Ave., Near A., T. 4 S. F. Depot.

OFFICE:

'Phone No.

Thirty-sevent-

official
proceedings of the
of. County Commissioners appear on another pago of today's issue
of the Xew Mexican.
The Ireland Pharmacy has just received a large consignment, of fresh
candies. 'Read 'this firm's change of
ad In today's New Mexican.
Funeral services were held this
morning over the remains of the late
Mrs. Clara Sanchez de Guerrero, who
Redied at her home Wednesday.
quiem mass was celebrated at 7
o'clock at the Cathedral after which
the body was buried in Rosario Cemetery. The deceased was sixty-fivyears old and the wife of Ascension
Guerrero.

The old established line of goods formerly carried at "Our
Place" has been added to my stock- buy my goods in government bond and can guarantee absolute purity. Elegant club
rooms in connection. Side entrance to Coronado HMel.

SPANISH SUPPER
AND BAZAAR

AKERS, Proprietor.

Sister of St. Vincent's Hospital Plan
Good Time for All Who Aid in
Building

CHARLES' W. DUDROW

Lumber, Sash, and Doors
Jgf)C or
StoT Wcsxi

iU

Cord t,id

ipttnuo MAYtaujq
Etr Dry, Cu' t Fit Yfjt Slrt
t
f""
Any
t.h
L, Prt of Cityc

CERRJLL05,

tknt js fixnt

Fe.

IT

Branca

OSSce

DOESN'T COST

tmi Yartia t

Cmillm,

If

It

ANYTHING

TO COME IN AND LOOK A ROUND.
WELCOME WHETHER THEY BUY OR

ARE

VISITORS
NOT.

ALWAYS

The Biggest Curio Stora in the W est
MEXICAN AND INDIAN WARES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS AT
BARGAIN COUNTER PRICES. ELEGANT
STOCK OF NAVAJO
BLANKETS AND BASKETS JUST RECEIVED.
MEXICAN DRAWN WORK GOING AT COST.

FIVE

SOUVENIR

POSTAL

CARDS

FOR

FIVE

CENTS

Annex.

ing.

.JH

6i HAGAN

Needed

The Sisters of St. Vincent's Hospital and sanitarium have announced
that on Wednesday evening of next
week they will give a Spanish supper to be served from 5 o'clock until
7:30 o'clock in the evening at Loretto
Hall.
The dinner will precede the
minstrel show to be given by the local
lodge of Elks eo that all who desire,
may be served preceding the show.
On Thursday night will be the
euchre party which will be conducted
on an extensive scale. To avoid confusion among the players, the Sisters
will not, admit children on that even-

I

Do Not Favor
County Project Military
Institute Needs.

His Constituents

Roosevelt and Lincoln today concerning the proposition to create the
county of Artesia. Mr. Mulllns said
in reply that he was nominated for
the district, but being a resident of
Chaves County, feels Incumbent to
stand with and by his home people;
he has carefully viewed the situation
and has found that the great majority
of the people of Chaves County do
not favor the making of Artesia Coun-tat this time; numerous letters and
petitions have also been received ihy
him from residents of Eddy and he
finds that the same public sentiment
exists there.
He has declined at the request of
the Artesia delegation to Introduce
the hill prepared by that delegation
for the creation of Artesia .County,
because he believes that the vast
majority cf .his constituents nnd the
residents of the Pecos Valley do not
favor the project.
Being a member
of hut a small minority and his section also being very prosperous, tie
has not much to ask of the present
assembly.
He was not a supplicant for a large
appropriation for the maintenance of
the New Mexico Military Institute at
such
Roswell.
but thought that
ought to be had as a matter of right
and justice. The Institute Is an educational Institution of which not only
the people of the Pecos Valley, but
all the people of New Mexico, regardless of iparty and regardless of section should be very proud; hence he
thought It but proper and right that
the claim of the New Mexico Military
Institute should be properly and fully
'

,

You Can't Miss the Place

J. S. CAINDELARI0,
THE CURIO MAN.
San Francisco Street.

Look

for the Old Mexican

Cart,

a

A representative of the New Mexican talked to Representative James
W. Mulllns of. the district, composed
of the counties of Chaves, Eddy,

The plans for the big bazaar are
taking shape and It will be one of lie
events of the season, Booths will be
erected about the hall and many and
vat led will be the attractions.
As has been stated before, the bazaar is for the worthy purpose of securing funds for building a surgical
ward to the new hospital and should recognized.
be aided In every way possible.
The Institute now contains about
140 boys, but could easily with more
FAIR
GENERALLY
300 cadets.
accommodations secure
SAYS WEATHER MAN. The applications for cadetshlps were
double
the present capacity and
Rain er snow is predicted Saturday many had to be
turned down.
In the northeast portion of t'he Terri- He will not ask
anything for the Intory. Santa Fe is promised a con- stitute except what Is absolutely nectinuance of fair weather tonight, and essary and that he will 'make known
Saturday. The temperature' at 0 at the proper time when the approo'clock this morning was ,15 degrees. priation hills are being prepared.
The lowest temperature., during last
night was 30 degrees. The maximum FIVE FEET OF SNOW
IN WESTERN FRANCE
temperature yesterday was 45 degrees
at 2:10 p. m., and the minimum temFeb. 1. The
Grenoble,
France,
perature ,11 degrees at 7:55 a. m. The heaviest show in twenty years has
mean was 38 degrees nnd the relative fallen in the western Alps. The snow
Is five feet here.
humidity 73 per cent.

Cures Biliousness, Sick
Headache, Sour Stomach, Torpid Liver and
Chronic Constipation.
ft

r to tnhc

of His Action Want District
Notaries Public Appointed.
Legislature of That Territory Passes
Attorney's Bill Passed Watching
Bill Prohibiting it Goes Into
The following have been appointed
Assembly Proceedings.
Effect April 1.
notaries public by Governor Hager-ma-

derstand that it was introduced for
anything but the welfare of the whole
people, and in coming from our representative, Hon, Frank W, Beach,
and strongly advocated by Hon. H.
B. Holt, our
representative likewise,
we are extremely proud of the bill,
the father of it and the action of the
House.
We all feel that the Council,
being composed of Intelligent legislators, will do their full duty to the
people they are representing and pass
the bill unanimously.
The residents of Alamogordo are
watching the proceedings of the
Assembly closely, and are
firm in the belief that It will go on
record as having accomplished more
for the welfare of the Territory, as
having placed upon the statute books
more desirable laws and as having repealed the undesirable ones, than any
of it Immediate predecessors.

MARKET REPORT.

STEAMER ASHORE
TWELVE PERISH

1. The
London. Feb.
Hartpool this morning rescued
twenty-fou- r
of the crew of the British
steamer Clavering, which went ashore
last night at the month of the river
Tees, including Captain Scott. The
bodies of nine lascars, who died of
exposure during the night, were
thrown overboard, making tho total
number of deaths twelve. The vessel
is breaking up.
s

from

Thirty-seve-

NEW COLORADO

ARRIVES

SENATOR

MONEY

fl.000.25.

St. Louis, Feb.

1.

Spelter

G.70.

steady

Silver, G8
Copper quiet, 24.7525.00.
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
Atchison, 1001-2- ; Pfd., 99
New York Central, 125
Pennsylvania, 1301-4- .
Southern Pacific, 92
Union Pacific, 1711-8- ; Pfd., 91.
Copper, 1111-4- .
Steel, 43
Pfd., 105
GRAIN,

IN WASHINGTON

AND METALS.

New York, Feb. 1. Money on call
easy,
Prime mercantile paper, 5
6
New York, Feb. L Lead steady,

Gale Drove Vessel on Rocks on Eng
lish Coast Life Boats Rescued
Part of Crew.

nth-

LARD AND RIBS.

PORK,

Chicago, 111., Feb. 1. Wheat, May
77
July 77
Washington, Feb. 1. Senator Pat
Corn, May 4fi
DEPUTY CAPTURES
July 4(1
terson of Colorado today presented
Oats, May 39511-8- ; July 30
ESCAPED MURDERER the credentials of Simon Guggenheim, Pork, 'May $17.17
July $17.32
his successor in tho Senate. Mr. Gug
Lard, May $9.80; July $9.85.
"Doss" Boykin Who Sawed Out of genheim was present and was IntroRibs, May $9.C0; July $9.C7
Portales Jail Taken in Mountains
duced to many Senators.
WOOL MARKET.
Near Alamogordo,
St. Louis, Feb. 1. Wool steady, un
'
SON OF CONFEDERATE
i
changed,
GENERAL DIES IN ITALY
Alamogordo, N. M., Feb. 1 "Doss"
LIVE STOCK.
Boykin, the murderer who sawed his
Kansas , City, Feb. 1. Cattle
way out of the Roosevelt county jail
.Rome, Feb. 1. Henry Magrauder, ceipts, 2.000, including 300 Southerns:
at Portales two weeks ago, was cap- - a son of the famous Confederate gen- - steady.
Native steers, $4.250.C0;
tured yesterday by Deputy Sheriff eral, John Bankhead Magrauder, who Southern steers, $3.50lf?5.25; Southern
Charles Adams, about fifty miles idled at Houston, Texas, In 1871, Is cows, $2.253.75; native cows ant
northwest of here. Tiovkln. who is'it.md. He had been 'traveling in heifers. $2.255.00; stockers and feed"onsldered a desperate man, after his Italy with a niece, Miss Buckler, who ers, M.0OUM80: bulls,
2.75CM.25;'
escape made the statement that he nursed him during his last Illness,
ted
calves
Western
$3.507.25;
'
was heavily armed and would shoot
steers, $3.505.75; Western ted cows.
he first man who attempted to arrest PROMINENT TEXAN
$2.r04.25.
him. He had been closely pursued by
ASSASSINATED ON STREET.
Sheep Receipts, 3,000; strong; "c
the sheriff's posse for several days.
to 10c higher.
Muttons, 4.75r..75:
Adams located Boykin's camp, and,
Bastrop, Texas, Feb. 1 Colonel J. lambs. $0.75(6 7.00; range 'wethers,
fed ewes, $4.G55.20.
i.40(fi:fi.70:
concealing himself, kept watch over C. Edmonds, superintendent, of the
the outlaw for hours, until he caught city schools, was shot and killed in
Chicago. Feb. 1. Cattle receipts,
him away from his gun. The deputy front of the postoffice today. Great 2,000; strong.
Beeves, tiM&MO;
leaped out from his hiding place, and excitement prevails and a prominent cows and heifers, $1.50(35.15; stockof
ers and feders, $2.50(fP4.70; Texans,
covering Boykin with his Winchester, citizen of Bastrop is suspected
ordered him' to surrender, which com- - the crime. No arrests have been $3.60M.50; calves, $0.007.75.
mand was at once obeyed.
made
Receipts, 8.000;
steady.
Sheep
Boykin was convicted two' years
Sheep, $3.C05.70; lambs, $4.707.75.
brother-in-law,
WILL PRESIDENT APPROVE
ago of the murder of his
"JIM CROW" LAW,
Henry Stoltz. He was given 12
years In the penitentiary, nnd was being held in the Portales jail pending
Washington, Feb. 1. The President
the result of an appeal to the su- has received the resolution passed by
preme court. Boykin escaped a day the constitutional convention of Okor two before the supreme court de- lahoma asking him if he would apcided that he had not perfected his prove tho constitution If it should
EASY CHAIRS.
appeal, and ihis sentence must stand. contain a provision upon the 'Mini
Sheriff Long, f Roosevelt county, Crow" ear question? No answer has
Choice Line of
offered a reward of $100 for the ap yet been sent the convention by the
AND TOBACCO
CIGARS
prehension of Boykin Two prisoners president.
AT THE
escaped from the jail at the same
time.
Subscribe for the Dally New Mexican and get 'Me news.
BILLIARD AND POOL PARLORS
PENTION INCREASED
.

.

FREE
Reading Rooms

PLAZA

TO FOTY DOLLARS

Entirely

LOWER

East

Proprietor.

The

gemington

DR.

DIAZ'

SANITARIUM.

Cor. Water St. and Caspar Ave.
NEW MEXICO

Standard Typewriters

SAflTA FE

New Model.

ELECTRIC LIGHTED.

jj

8
g

STEAM HEATED.

6,

.

7and 8

ALL MODERN

'

C0NVENI-

-

9.

ENCES FOR SICK

j$

PEOPLE.

S

Absolutely Reliable, Always

Wyckoff.
'27

PRICES:

Scamans & Benedict

Brn)'v.

Vr

$16 to $50

per Week,

Payment Invariably in Advance,

n
g

Tft,i

DUDROW

& MONTENIE

RATE WOULD

INJURE TEXAS MILLERS
Oklahoma City, Feb. 1. Charges of
excessive rates against the Missouri,
Kansas and Texas and Frisco Railroads was taken up at the morning
session of the rate hearing by Commissioner Prouty. Before beginning
the session he received a telegram
from Texas millers protesting against
t
a
rate on flour and wheat to
Fort Worth and asking for a date for
a hearing.

Laxative "Fruit Syrup

Why not spend an eve there?
Side Plaza.
GEO. 6. CLARK.

Up to date

Delegate Andrews Secures Raise for
Juan Jaramillo of Vallecitos.
; Gives Time to Constituents.
Washington, D. C
February 1.
Delegate W. H. Andrews, after considerable hard work, has succeeded
in securing an increase of
pension
to $40 per month for Juan Jaramillo,
of Vallecitos, Rio Arriba County. Mr.
Jaramillo is very deserving of this
as he made a creditable record dur
ing his service In the Civil War in
the New Mexico regiment of volunteers and is now almost helpless,
In securing pensions either by spe
cial legislation or in pushing the
claims of applicants in the pension
office Delegate Andrews has had more
success during his term of office than
have had all delegates of this Territory during the past 30 years. He
pays particular attention to the duty
of looking after pension claims for
New Mexico and leaves no stone
unturned to secure what he thinks is
right and proper for his constituents
who are deserving.

ORIHO
THE IRELAND PHARMACY

n

:

Special to the New Mexican.
Peter W. Frank, of Los Alamos,
Phoenix, Ariz., Feb. 1. The legisAlamogordo, N. M., Feb. 1. The lative assembly today passed and the San Miguel County; L. P. Garcia, of
passage .by the House of the Thirty-sevent- governor signed a bill previously Mlagdalena, iSocorro County.
Legislative Assembly of its passed by the Council repealing the
Articles of Incorporation.
first bill, relative to the election by statute permitting the
The following articles of Incorporalicensing of
vote of the people of t'he district at gambling in Arizona.
The bill takes tion have been filed In the office of
torneys, has been .pretty well talked effect April 1.
Territorial
W. ReySecretary J.
over by the citizens of this communiWhile licensed gambling still is nolds:
ty, nnd with almost one accord the permitted in a number of cities, PhoeHondale Townsite Company. Prinbill is commended and the hope ex- nix, Tucson and
Douglas foaVe voted cipal place of business at Demlng,
pressed that the Council will unani- it out. It will now cease over the Luna
County. Territorial agent, Clar-- ,
mously concur In Hie action of the Territory, and New Mexico remains ence H.
Hon, at Demlng. Capital
House. It is presumed that such a the oifly comonwealth within the
stock, $25,000, divided into one hunbill will not be favorably considered Union, outside of Alaska, where lidred shares of the par value of $250
by the Governor, and that, his veto censed gambling Is still permitted.
each, commencing business
with
will in all probability be placed upon
A
resolution inviting
President $2,000. Object, general real estate
it should it reach him for signing; Roosevelt to become the
the
of
and townsite
guest
busines
Duration,
and this because It is presumed that Territory upon the occasion of the fifty
years.
Incorporators, Clarence
it is a retaliatory measure; but we in unveiling of the Captain 'Buckey H.
lion, W. B. Westgate, and Ralph
this part of the Territory do not look O'Neill monument at Prescott
In C
all of Demlng.
Ely,
upon It in that light. We cannot un June was passed.

j

v
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Remains Laid to Rest in Mausoleum
at Rosario Cemetery Solemn
Rev. George F. Sevier, pastor of
Mass at Cathedral,
the First Presbyterian Church, returned last evening from a short visThe funeral today of the late Mrs.
it to his mother at Denver. He will Josefila 'Salazar
de Manderfield was
occupy the pulpit at tne Presbyte one of the
in recent yeafs in
largest
rian Church as usual on Sunday.
Santa Fe. Every available carriage
C. J. Dawe, representing a Denver
in the city was engaged in transportwholesale firm, was In the city toing the mourners from the house t
his
on
one
of
day
periodical trips.
the cemetery and there were several
Marshall Choale Crouch of DeWItt,
conveyances also in the corprivate
Iowa, who lectured here last night on
tege.
"The Simple Life and Contagion of
Solemn high mass was celebrated
Hurry," left this morning for East at, 10 o'clock this
morning at the Cawill
this
he
Las Vegas, where
speak
thedral. Very Reverend Father Anevening under the auspices' of the tonio Fourchegu, vicar
general, offYoung Men's Christian Association. iciated as
celebrant, nnd he was assistFrom there he will go to Albuquerque ed
by Reverend Father A. Besset as
and thence to the Pacific Coast.
deacon, and Reverend Father Eugene
Hon. Thomas D. Burns, of Tierra
Bertram as sub deacon. Reverend
Amarilla, one of the best known citi- Father A.
Rabeyrolle, pastor of Guazens of Rio Arriba County, sheepdalupe Church, and Reverend Father
grower and merchant, reached town Jules
St,
Derasehes, chaplain of
last evening from his nothern home Micheal's
College, were also in the
via the Denver and Rio Grande Rail
lr. Burns came to view the sanctuary.
road,
The Cathedral was filled with relaLegislative situation. He is accom tives and friends of the deceased
are
IMrs.
Burns
and
by
they
panied
while the solemn and impressive
guests at the Palace.
ritual was being conducted,
HunD.
A.
whose
Forest Assistant
Read,
dreds of candles illuminated the sancreheadquarters are In Santa Fe,
tuary, nnd two rows of tho tapers
turned yesterday from Bland, where stood on the bier.
he was for two weeks marking maIt. was nearly 'noon when the funeral
tured timber In the Jemez Forest Restarted from the Cathedral
procession
A.
I.
to
been
sold
serve .which has
and slowly wended its way to Rosario
Dye. Mr. Dye has his sawmill about
Cemetery. The casket In which the
completed and will begin sawing lum- body reposed was
deposited in the
ber the latter part of this month. The vault of the Manderfield
mausoleum
sawmill has a capacity of 50.000 feet close to the one
the remains
holding
of lumber per day.
of the deceased's husband who had
Hugh H. Harris, who has been ap
her in death.
preceded
pointed supervisor of the Manzano
Two former governors of New Mexand Mount Taylor Forest Reserves, ico and the
Speaker of the House of
He
left this forenoon for Espanola.
of the
Representatives
t,u-'and
a
few
in
will return
days
were among the
Legislative
Assembly
proceed to Albuquerque upon receipt
There were eight altoof instructions from Washington.
L.
gether as follows:
Forest Supervisor Leon F. Knolpp Bradford
Prince,
Miguel
returned last evening from Domver and A.
Otero, Hon. R. L. Baca, Speaker
Taos. At. the latter place he detailed
of the House of Representatives;
the
on
for
two assistant rangers
duty
Judge John R. McFie, Major R. .1.
Taos Forest Reserve which was lately
Palen, Julius H. Gerdes, Jose L.
placed under his charge.
Lopez, Charles C. Conklln, T. Dolgado
Miss Floyd, of New Haven, Connecand X. Alarid.
Fe,
in
Santa
last
arrived
night
ticut,
That Mrs, Manderfield was beloved
and has taken apartments at St. Vin
all who knew her was shown in
by
for
hero
cent's Sanitarium. She came
a measure by the large outpouring at
the benefit of her health and expects the funeral and the
msny beautiful
to remain for several months.
floral offeriugs placed upon the bier.
of
East
O.
Blood,
Fred
Postmaster
All day yesterday and until the hour
Las Vegas, was among the arrivals set.
for the funeral services people
came
Hie
last night in the Capital.
called at, the family residence to
to consult with Councilman James. S.
sympathy to the relatives In
to the proDuncan, with reference
their bereavement and view the
San
of
Miguel
County.
division
posed

(Continued from

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

FUNERAL OF LATE
CONSTITUENTS
DEATH KNELL FOR
MRS. MANDERFIELD
STANDING BY BEACH
ARIZONA GAMBLERS

(Continued from Page Four)

Minor City Topics.

Pharmacy

Undertakers and
Embalmers

two-cen-

All Kinds of

Cleanses the system

thoroughly and clears
n
sanow
complexions oi
pimples and blotches.

Picture Framing
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